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DISCLAIMER
The information contained in this report is NOT intended for speculation on any financial market referred to within
this report. Armstrong Economics makes no such warrantee regarding its opinions or forecasts in reference to the
markets or economies discussed in this report. Anyone seeking consultation on economic future trends in a
personal nature must do so under written contract.
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This is neither a solicitation nor an offer to Buy or Sell any cash or derivative (such as futures, options, swaps, etc.)
financial instrument on any of the described underlying markets. No representation is being made that any
financial result will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those discussed. The past performance of any
trading system or methodology discussed here is not necessarily indicative of future results.

Futures, Options, and Currencies trading all have large potential rewards, but also large potential risk. You must be
aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order to invest in these complex markets. Don’t trade with
money you can’t afford to lose and NEVER trade anything blindly. You must strive to understand the markets and
to act upon your conviction when well researched.
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Indeed, events can materialize rapidly and thus past performance of any trading system or methodology is not
necessarily indicative of future results particularly when you understand we are going through an economic
evolution process and that includes the rise and fall of various governments globally on an economic basis.
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To leave or not to leave; that is the question

The Overview
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o comprehend the issue of whether Britain should leave the European Union
(EU) after 43 years begs the questions of sovereignty, regulation, taxes, trade,
economic growth and immigration. The popular argue to remain in the EU is
the claim that the economy will decline because of a lack of trade. That implies
the British economy has benefited from being in the EU. Is that true? The
answer is NO! Contrary to popular political propaganda, economic growth in Britain
peaked after joining the EU and has declined ever since using the government own data.
We can see here in this chart that the argument for trade and economic growth is
completely false propaganda. What about regulation? Britain has objected to 72
legislative acts, imposed by the EU. It has
lost every one. The EU just passed new
tax IDs for every citizen within the EU.
They will also prohibit competition in
corporate taxes to prevent one member
from luring others to come to offset local
unemployment. Regulation is a huge
issue that is never discussed. Add to
these issues immigration that threatens
the very security and culture of Britain.
Here they call this “racism” to tar anyone
who opposes remaining in the EU. The
problem is rather blunt. Muslim is a
religion, not a race. For over 300 years, it
was illegal for a British monarch to even
marry a Catholic. Nobody called that “racism” did they? There is actually no argument to
support Britain remaining within the EU. Its future will decline with the EU which is
rapidly becoming the most Byzantine system burdened with regulation that has produced
the lowest economic growth of any developed region in the world compared to Asia and
America. So where is the advantage? Under what stone does it hide?
5

Must of the argument to remain in the EU turns on the complete misconception of the
Great Depression. We have allowed ourselves to misread the fortunes of free trade by
confusing this with the causes of the Great Depression and attribute “protectionism” as
the culprit.
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If this narrow interpretation of the Great Depression was
caused by protectionism were actually true, then why has
joining the EU reduced British economic growth rather than
increased it? Free trade at the price of excessive regulation is
not free trade at all nor does it create higher economic growth.
The cost of excessive regulation burdens business and reduces
the creation of jobs. The German economic miracle began in
1948 when the price controls and regulation of German impose
for 12 years under Hitler and were continued initially by the
Allies, were abandoned. The elimination of price controls
followed the introduction of the Deutsche Mark on June 20th,
1948. Ludwig Erhard (1897-1977) abolished the price-fixing and production controls that
had been enacted by the military administration. This exceeded his authority, but he
succeeded with this step over a period of weeks in 1948. However, there was a further
factor that caused the economy recovery to explode; the reduction of marginal tax rates
in 1948 and in 1949. The EU is taking exactly the opposite
position that restarted the German and European economies.
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Furthermore, the great misconception of
the Great Depression and why it became so
“great” has been attributed to anything but
government. History books are typically
void of the fact that defaulting government
debt in 1931 wiped out banks, savings, and
destroyed capital formation. It was not protectionism that
accomplished all that. Just read US President Herbert
Hoover’s memoirs on 1931 and your eyes will pop open. Even
Britain was forced into a moratorium suspending payments
on its national debt while most of Europe defaulted
permanently, China defaulted, and South America
for the fourth time. Just maybe it was fiscal
mismanagement and not protectionism which was
the response rather than the cause. The Euro Crisis
is yet the same mistake concerning sovereign debt
but nobody pays attention why bailout after bailout
fails to work.
6
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Additionally, there is also a
critical issue is the nature of
government and its very
role within civilization.
Have those in power
become
confused
and
delusional regarding their
power and in the process
distorted the very role of
government? Of course,
every bureaucrat is coming
out in favor of Britain
staying in the EU. But why?
What is at stake for them?
David Cameron has hauled
in everyone from Obama to Lagarde to preach against BREXIT demonstrating it is indeed
in the interest of government to maintain power to stay in the EU. Why are politicians so
determined to surrender Britain’s identity? Who gains what and why? These are vital
questions of a conflict of interest where any fund manager giving advice on some stock
that he would personally benefit from is fraud he they failed to disclose their interest. Why
do politicians advise to remain in the EU but fail to disclose their personal self-interests?
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All this turns on a vital question they do not wish to even consider no less answer. Is
government evil or benevolent? If it is evil, then is it a necessary evil? There is the
possibility that we merely accept a barbaric form of government from ancient times
unable to truly advance. We clearly have failed to progress taking that one step forward
to advance in how we allow ourselves to be governed. The core structure of the EU was
deliberately designed to eliminate any democratic form of government subject to popular
vote. It is true that the European Parliament is subject to popular vote, but it has no power
to create laws or even vote on them. The EU was intentionally designed to prevent any
vote by the people because it sees itself as an Omnipotent dictatorship to prevent a third
European war that the people are too stupid to understand. Yet the politicians argued that
it was a single currency that would produce the promised land. One currency would
require the federalization of Europe which was the goal from the outset. But they misread
history and that fatal error has produced the Euro Crisis rather than economic
stabilization.
History actually argues in favor of BREXIT for this question turns on the very enquiry
concerning the nature of government and its inevitable self-interest. But politicians will
advise against history for their own self-interest since they have far too much to lose.
There is no question the Euro is collapsing for the EU is so bureaucratic they have
destroyed their own economy. The currency will decline sharply raising the question if it
7
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will still even exist by 2020. The debt crisis which began with Greece is the ultimate
demise of Europe. Why? The creation of the Euro but the refusal to consolidate all the
debts of member states meant
particularly Southern Europe
converted their past debt to
Euro and it doubled in value in
real terms. Instead of benefiting
from the Euro, Southern Europe
was crushed as any home owner
who took a mortgage in Swiss
francs only to see the Swiss
double in value. But politicians
never admit a mistake and
certainly do not comprehend
how currency even functions
with the economy.
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Nevertheless, the best efforts of politicians are focused upon defeating BREXIT to retain
personal power and pensions for if Britain leaves, there will be a mad rush of other
member states to follow. Brussels will collapse, for once the single currency crashes and
burns, the EU as a political entity will end and the dignity of Britain will die with it while
the USA will not be far behind.
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This report is entirely independent. We have not been paid by any group to produce this
report. It has been produced solely to advise our clients of the pending crisis that will
unfold moving forward and why. We are not a British firm nor within the European
Union. We are completely independent and stand to gain nothing from the vote either
way.
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Government & Its View From Above

T
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hose in power in any government detest the people. Those in power today are no different
than politicians during the Roman Republic. "Bread and circuses" (or bread and sport
games; panem et circenses in Latin) comes from the Roman satirical poet Juvenal about
100AD who explained politicians achieve power by superficial means of appeasement. Juvenal
revealed that politicians back then sought power exactly as they do today. Roman politicians
passed laws in 140 BC to create a welfare state by giving the poorer citizens an allotment of free
grain and entertainment. From then onward, "bread and circuses" became the most effective way
to rise to power. Nothing has changed in thousands of years.

Still, handing out free food and entertainment presented the risk that politicians could be
voted out of power. The solution throughout history has been dictatorship. The EU was
deliberately structured to deny the people any possible right to vote against the will of
government, and simultaneously, create a false image of a Parliament they could vote for
yet would have no power. This clever structural design has fooled the majority of the

9

people who have handed their lives and their
future over to those who look down upon them as
the despicable “Great Unwashed”.
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The EU is actually an anti-democratic creation that
is effectively a dictatorship as no person wielding
power who ever stands for election by the people.
History repeats for human nature never changes.
We are approaching that moment in Roman
history that compelled Caesar to cross the Rubicon
for those in the Senate simply became dictators
pretending to represent the people. The EU is now identical in oppression to the fall of
the Roman Republic.
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There are those in government who actually perceive themselves as the soul and
embodiment of the nation with the
people merely forming the Great
Unwashed to be placated, but
ignored for they are too stupid to
know what is best for them. This is
the essence of modern government.
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Make no mistake about it, Britain is
surrendering its sovereignty to a
foreign power which would be no
different had Hitler won the war.
Those holding the reins of authority
see government as the only solution
and never as the problem. There are others who fight against this trend throughout
history, but when they become the minority, the death of the nation becomes inevitable.
Those who confuse the nation with themselves and see no distinction whatsoever for the
Great Unwashed simply do not understand what is good for them. This is why they label
their operations a “democracy” but function only as a corrupt republic prancing around
as “elected representatives” who then surrender
the rights, liberties, and freedoms of the people.
Every republic in history, without exception, has
died when it elevates its own self-interest above that of
the Great Unwashed. There are no exceptions. So

is Britain committing suicide? We will find out on
June 23rd.
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Government & the Invisible Hand
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Typically, the left side of politics hates the concept of the Invisible Hand espoused by
Adam Smith in his Wealth of Nations published back in 1776. Before there was a left and
right side to politics, Smith analyzed the economy and discovered that the very essence of
what made it work was every person’s self-interest.
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"Every individual necessarily labours to render the annual revenue of the society
as great as he can. He generally neither intends to promote the public interest,
nor knows how much he is promoting it ... He intends only his own gain, and he
is in this, as in many other cases, led by an invisible hand to promote an end which
was no part of his intention. Nor is it always the worse for society that it was no
part of his intention. By pursuing his own interest he frequently promotes that of
the society more effectually than when he really intends to promote it. I have
never known much good done by those who affected to trade for the public good."
Wealth of Nations, Book Four, Chapter II

SE

That said, what is overlooked in this entire debate is the self-interest of politicians. Why
push so hard to remain within the EU? There is no possible way to allow citizens any
control over the EU for there cannot elect anyone who actually proposes legislation or
enacts it. The fact that those in government see themselves as the embodiment of the
nation possessing its soul and not the people is absolutely critical. An example of this selfinterest in all governments can be seen how the USA accused Edward Snowden of treason.
The standard definition has been: “the crime of betraying one's country, especially by
attempting to kill the sovereign or overthrow the government.” Since Snowden told the
people what the government was doing illegally in violating the Constitution, illustrates
that they see themselves as the country, not the people.
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The problem with the EU and Cameron attempting to push the British people into
surrendering all rights to the EU is critical. Government is not only substantially different
from the nation as a body of people, its origins are derived assuming the people, as well
as other states, are wicked necessitating them to be tempered and controlled by the elite
who just know better. Government actually defeats all the purpose and benefits of
civilization for it sees its role as the great punisher whereas civilization forms from uniting
our abilities and self-interests creating Adam Smith’s Invisible Hand, which
government always tries to defeat.

.1

Government is derived from NEGATIVITY restraining
our vices and freedoms whereas civilization miraculously
emerges from our interactions and cooperations among
each other without anyone writing regulations, laws, or
dictating who shall do what. The former discourages
economic growth whereas the latter is the very essence of
it. The greater the level of regulation and taxes, the lower
the living standards and economic growth. This is a
blatant fact of life.
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Society and our economy are by no means the creation of
government. Communism failed for the very same precise
reason the EU and the United States will fail – this idea that those in power possess
superior knowledge which entitles them to control the affairs of men. Why do they
embrace Karl Marx and John Maynard Keynes and shun Adam Smith? Marx and Keynes
preached that government could control society whereas Smith explained: “It is not
from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer, or the baker that we expect
our dinner, but from their regard to their own interest.” Likewise, it is not the
planning of government that we owe anything to, but we must guard ourselves for
government always deludes itself by assuming a superior role and then exempting
themselves from the very laws they pass to control the people. Adam Smith concluded: “I
have never known much good done by those who affected to trade for the
public good.”

12
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Adam Smith had no bias nor did he have an agenda. He stood before this period where
theories emerged from jealousy like Karl Marx or from government employment such as
John Maynard Keynes. Smith merely investigated how the economy functioned at the
beginning of economics to truly discover what made it work. His Invisible Hand
demonstrates it was not government that creates anything, it is the people. Ever since,
those in power have sought to control our economy to control the people and retain power
not to better our lives.
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Civilization in every state is a blessing for it brings out the best in humanity through
Smith’s Invisible Hand of self-interest which promotes cooperation. Government, on
the other hand, pursues its own self-interest to grab more money and power. Even in its
best state, government is but only a necessary evil for it rarely is satisfied with merely
protecting the people. Empires, nations, and cities states have therefore all risen from
dust only to crumble into ash. No government has ever beaten this cycle even once or we
would all be still speaking Babylonian. Why did Columbus try to plot a route to India?
That was where the financial capital of the world had migrated to following the Fall of
Rome and Byzantinum. So Britain surrendering its last vestiges of independence to
Brussels is a futile attempt by Europe to prevent its own demise. The United States is
rapidly following history for the financial capital of the world is always in motion and
returning back to Asia over the next couple decades. Yes, it will eventually return to
Europe, but most likely not until the 24th century.
All governments die from fiscal mismanagement that necessitates great attempts to seize
more power. All wars are created by politicians or kings (historically) not the Great
Unwashed (people). Consequently, government becomes an intolerable evil as the
instigator of war and class struggles when it becomes controlled by an oligarchy.
13

Government only consumes the wealth and productivity of the people, for it is incapable
of creating wealth. Government’s own self-interest rapidly supersedes any moral duty or
pretend claimed social contract with the people. Government have either borrowed and
always defaulted destroying society or they have debased the currency to meet its
expenses. Every government descends down its own grave unable to prevent its own
demise driven by its own self-interest to retain control and live another day.
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One must wonder if the ancients knew of this danger. Hammurabi’s legal code from
1754BC required all agreements to be only in writing beginning contract law and he
imposed wage and price controls, as well as regulated interest. Turning even to Ten
Commandments, we find that it forbids Marxism/Socialism which is what government
derives its power from today violating this scripture as well: You shall not covet your
neighbor's house. You shall not covet your neighbor's wife, or his
manservant or maidservant, his ox or donkey, or anything that belongs to
your neighbor (Exodus 20:17). Of course, always demonizing the “rich” is the way to
gain the votes of the masses. It is this very quest for power and wealth that leads to the
destruction of every government throughout history for once the possession of wealth
becomes the target, wealth contracts and is hoarded reducing economics. Growth and
investment.
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Indeed, it matters not what century, politics has just never changed. Edward Gibbon
wrote in the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire:
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“[Any] distinction of every kind soon became criminal. The possession of wealth
stimulated the diligence of the informers; rigid virtue implied a tacit censure of the
irregularities of Commodus; important services implied a dangerous superiority of
merit; … Suspicion was equivalent to proof; trial to condemnation.”
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(Book 1, Chapter 4).
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In moral and political philosophy, the “Social Contract” is only a theory originating
during the Age of Enlightenment, or perhaps partial self-delusion from wishful thinking
assuming there was once upon a time a better world. Sir Thomas More in his 1516 book
Utopia, described a fictional island society in the Atlantic Ocean that possessed a highly
desirable or nearly perfect qualities.
The word “utopia” he took from the
Greek: οὐ ("not") and τόπος ("place")
meaning "no-place" for he created a
fictional land where politicians were
honest. Aristophanes (c. 446 - 386 BC)
the playwright immortalized the truth
perhaps better than anyone: “Under
every rock lurks a politician.”
14
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Why have we not learned from history even once? The origin of society we must
understand is deeply intertwined with the legitimacy of the authority of the state over the
individual. However, government’s position is always that individuals have consented,
either explicitly or tacitly, to surrender some of their freedoms and submit willingly to the
authority of their ruler who is those in power. They insist this surrender of rights is in
exchange for protection of their remaining rights. But what really remains? Government
constantly seeks more and more power as a result of their failed ability to control the
economy and society especially post-Karl Marx and John Maynard Keynes. Those in
power rapidly set aside natural human rights and diminish legal rights, yet there is never
any explicit Social Contract for they will not abide by any restraint placed upon them.
The crafting of the EU is the evolution of eliminating any right to alter government.
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Government rapidly devolves into a position of supreme
power. It sees itself as the sovereign not the people.
Government emerges as the great punisher of any
resistance. Therefore, people like Edward Snowden
become the traitor for exposing the truth that it is the
political state which is violating that Social Contract.
They confuse “treason” that is against the nation with
themselves so anyone blowing the whistle on government
to the people has become treason. This is in direct
violation of the theory of a Social Contract. The U.S.
Supreme Court Justice Brown wrote for the Court in
1982, the legal definition of “tyranny” as defined by James Madison in the Federalist
Papers No 47, p300
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"The accumulation of all powers, legislative, executive, and judiciary, in the same
hands, whether of one, a few, or many, and whether hereditary, self appointed,
or elective, may justly be pronounced the very definition of tyranny.”
Northern Pipeline v Marathon Pipeline, 458 US 50, 57 (1982)

SE

Clearly, there is no going back this time for perhaps at least one generation should Britain
remain in the EU. They will surrender all liberty and will watch their economy wither and
die as is taking place in Europe. The very idea of Europe was to create the United States
of Europe – pure federalization with the surrender of sovereignty. It is true that there was
a great battle between the Jeffersonians and the Federalists at the birth of the United
States over this very issue. Jefferson feared that a federal government would dictate to the
member states and they would lose their independence. The Federalists claimed they
would only address national interests and respect state’s rights. Hamilton, wrote in the
Federalist No. 11, in 1787:
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"Let the thirteen States, bound together in a strict and indissoluble Union, concur
in erecting one great American system, superior to the control of all transAtlantic force or influence and able to dictate the terms of the connection between
the old and the new world!"
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However, politicians never tell the truth
and always claim some good to disguise
their true agenda. In 1794, the protests
rose in Pennsylvania against the Federal
Whiskey Tax applied nationally. In July
1794, nearly 400 whiskey rebels near
Pittsburgh set fire to the home of the tax
collector
John
Neville.
President
Washington, urged by Secretary of
Treasury Alexander Hamilton, organized a
militia force of 12,950 men and invaded
Western Pennsylvania. Washington apprehended about 150 men and tried them for
treason. The people refused to be witnesses against them and saw this a tyranny. Finally,
only two men, John Mitchell and Philip Weigel, were found guilty of treason, but because
of the outrage against the new Federal government invading a member state, both men
were pardoned by President George Washington. In 1802, when President Thomas
Jefferson took office, he repealed the excise tax on whiskey. Under President George
Washington, the United States proved its true destiny to dominate the states. Today,
federal law supersedes state law and even if you are put on trial by a state, the Federal
government can charge you for the same crime again despite the fact that the Constitution
forbids double jeopardy. The courts rule that applies per government not per crime.
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Federalizing Europe will follow the same
course as the United States and indeed
Brussels currently seeks to create its own army
which is called a special “Rapid Forces
Division” with German and Dutch troops. This
will in fact allow the EU to actually threaten
military force as did George Washington.
Could Scotland ever vote to leave the UK in the
future? The EU would not allow such a vote.
How much is Britain really surrendering? No
politicians will dare tell them the truth.

16
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The Crisis in Democracy – The Unelected Governments
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On April 15th, 1987, we will used a report entitled Crisis in Democracy. What was
appearing at that early stage in the game, was a drive to eliminate the right to vote on
anything substantial that would reduce the power of government. We wrote in that report:
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“The future will spawn a crisis of a different sort indeed and its forthcoming can be read easily
upon the chart patterns of bonds, stocks, gold and clearly in foreign exchange. The forthcoming
crisis will be a Crisis in Democracy for to control our financial destiny in a more orderly fashion,
we will give up much of our rights to privacy in our personal financial affairs.”
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A Crisis in Democracy’ by Martin A. Armstrong, ©Copyright April 15, 1987
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How could we write something that far
back? History is the guidebook to the future.
It simply repeats because the self-interest
produce the same result. Politicians have
the same game book no matter what country
or period. To sell an idea that is typically the
surrender of some vital right they need to
take from the people, they will normally
pull-in children to surround them whenever they craft some law they want to spin as
necessary. They will always portray themselves as the great savior of the people. There is
always the same play book. The Roman Emperor
Trajan introduced the 'Alimenta Italia' to buy
support by feeding and educating orphans and the
most destitute of Rome's citizens because he was the
first born in Spain not of Italian parents.
17

The problem emerging from Europe is the very structure of the new federal government
was cleverly crafted to ensure they did not stand for election. The people could only elect
members of Parliament, but that is just for show since the Parliament neither introduces
legislation nor do they vote on anything. That have absolutely no power to do anything
and that includes even electing the leaders of the European Commission.
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The EU is rapidly growing and expanding only according to its self-interests of
federalizing Europe. There is absolutely no election process so there is not possible way
for the people to even object or change direction of government through any democratic
process whatsoever. The very structure have left the only means to change the direction
of government is indeed civil revolution. The EU is operating under anti-democratic
principles and was designed assuming the Great Unwashed were too stupid to know what
was best for them. The EU is not even a republic; it is disconnected from the people for
there is no accountability to the people whatsoever. This is the next step in the
evolutionary process government power much like the rise of communism claiming this
is for the benefit of the people. There is no actual Social Contract either implied or
specified. It is all about
government maintaining
control.
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The Troika, unelected head
of IMF, unelected head of
ECB, and the unelected EU
President, is the living
breathing example of pure
tyranny for it is a 3-part
commission that is charged
with monitoring the Euro debt crisis. There would have been no crisis had there been a
real intent to create a monetary union rather than a covert economic union. The Troika
are also responsible for managing the policy solve the Euro debt crisis. The policies from
negative interest rates to bail-ins of banks as took place in Cyprus, are all the policies of
the Troika and if the people disagree, they cannot be removed for they never stand for
election. This is pure economic tyrannical dictatorial power.
The Troika is currently made up of the Christine Lagarde of the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) who was put in that position
by her friend US President Obama, not even a European. Then
we have Jean-Claude Juncker the President of the European
Commission (European Council), and Mario Draghi at the head
of the European Central Bank (ECB) who is ex-Goldman Sachs.
Not one of these people stood for election, yet they dictate the
fate of the European people. Even if the people rise up and
18

disagree with negative interest rates and bailins, there is no non-violent means to remove
them from this dicatatorial role. Britain is
being asked to surrender all its rights to the
Troika?
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From this position, tyranny always erupts
because government sees itself as the nation
constituting its soul not the people. Therefore,
those who desire to rule over the people
assume we surrender our individual rights like serfs tilling the soil for the lord of the
manner in return for the safety of his castle.
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Those who would rule over us do not see this as “We the People” or a government of
the people for the people in the principle of democracy or liberty. In Plato's Republic we
find that this battle to preserve human rights against those who rule has been an eternal
conflict. The BREXIT vote is no different. It will be an irreversible decision that will end
Britain as it has been known. The scare tactics are designed to paint anyone who favors
BREXIT as a racist isolationist. They argue that to exit because of the Muslim invasion is
racist. To exit would mean nobody would trade with Britain. They ignore the fact that the
most prosperous nation on the European continent is Switzerland who is not part of the
EU nor did they surrender their currency to the Euro.
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Plato preserves this classic debate on this subject matter by answering the question: Is
government evil or trustworthy? Plato records for posterity the famous debate between
Socrates and Thrasymachus, in which I fear the later was correct and Socrates was wrong
paying with his life for trustring in government. Socrates (479—
399BC) believed that a democracy was the best form of
government and would always gravitate toward justice because the
people ruled. He was wrong. Plato recorded this debate over what
is justice and preserved for us Thrasymachus’ revealing argument
we should never forget.
“[T]he different forms of government make laws
democratical, aristocratical, tyrannical, with a view to
their several interests; and these laws, which are made by
them for their own interests, are the justice which they
deliver to their subjects, and him who transgresses them they punish as a breaker
of the law, and unjust. And that is what I mean when I say that in all states there
is the same principle of justice, which is the interest of the government; and as the
government must be supposed to have power, the only reasonable conclusion is,
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that everywhere there is one principle of justice, which is the interest of the
stronger.”
Anchor Books, 1 973 Edition, p22
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Consequently, whether or not Britain should leave the EU will be obfuscated by David
Cameron and others for when pensions cannot be paid, this will be decided by Brussels,
not London. Cameron will only speak from his self-interest and realizes that the state of
the economy is imploding on a global scale. They have been raising taxes and hunting
foreign investors because they are broke moving forward. Handing the problems of the
collapse of socialism to an unelected government in Brussels will allow domestic
politicians to escape responsibility with no possible means to exit the EU going forward.
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The solution is always more power, never less or reform. The question becomes absolutely
critical for as pensions begin to fail next year and the euro declines further, we already
know that Brussels will implement a ban on short-selling against the Euro and that will
eliminate London as a financial center of the world. Britain will lose that to Dubai and
Shanghai. The EU is already commanding banks not to criticize the Euro. The banks are
beholding to government and will not provide honest uninfluenced analysis. Their
analysts will speak only the party line or the bank risks losing its status with the ECB and
Bank of England. It is no surprise that the banks threatened to leave Scotland if they voted
to exit the UK as they are once again making threats if the UK leaves the EU. The analysis
from the banks has simply been compromised.
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Hobbes & the Social Contract
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We have often heard government claim they “care”
for our well-being and pretend there is a Social
Contract. The US Supreme Court made a ruling
which applies to all governments in reality. In
HARRIS v. McRAE, 448 U.S. 297 (1980) the
Supreme Court explained that the Constitution was
NEGATIVE and not POSITIVE. It was intended to
restrain government. It created no duty upon
government to provide any social programs. This is
the reality of government, which definitively means
there is no actual “Social Contract” that is
enforceable.
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Thomas Hobbes (1588—1679AD) was a major political theorist in England who was
rather influential over time and developed the concept of the “Social Contract” between
the government and the people. However, it was the corruption within the Athenian
Democracy that led to him being considered one of the world's greatest analysts of
political power, which remains relevant today
to this discussion concerning BREXIT. Of
course Hobbes’ career was often interrupted
by the necessity of flight during the English
Civil Wars. It was his classic work published in
1651 entitled the Leviathan that stands out as
perhaps his crowning achievement.
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The Leviathan, of course, was the famous sea
monster that was defeated by Yahweh in
various scriptural accounts. Hobbes coined
this concept as the political state, which in
reality was the bureaucracy. His first
published work was in 1628 and was a
translation of the Greek work of Thucydides
(460-400 BC), who attracted Hobbes no
doubt for his down—to—earth view of
mankind and how they could in fact improve
themselves through the lessons of history,
which stood in a contrast with Aristotle taught
at Oxford.
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Hobbes later in his autobiography admitted that he was also
impressed for Thucydides exposed him to the dangers of
democracy. Thucydides is perhaps the first great Greek
historian who wrote about the History of the Peloponnesian
War between Sparta and Athens. He was in Athens for the
great plague of 430—429 BC and came down with it, but he
survived unlike many others. He was even given a
command, but lost the city of Amphipolis to a surprise
Spartan attack. As a result, he was recalled, stripped of his
command, made to stand trial, and sentenced to exile for 20
years, which ended only with the defeat of Athens in 404 BC
by Sparta.
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Thucydides’ work shows a conflict of character whereas the Athenians were portrayed as
more reactionary in their thinking and individualistic compared to the Peloponnesian
character which he portrayed as much more conservative. This was the core of the conflict
and we may put this into a modern perspective using the terms of "democracy" against
the “comunistic” style of Sparta. The design of the EU clearly seems to also be influence
in this manner for it too is akin to Sparta rather than Athens adopting an anti-democratic
design far more dictorial by nature.
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Sparta was dedicated to a military oligarchy that rejected the arts, philosophy, and
literature. Sparta was the closest thing that we had to an ancient communistic state where
it is the bureaucracy that truly controls power reducing individual liberties and achieving
a standardized world where the people are essentially treated the same. Sparta was so
communistic by nature that it never issued coinage. There was no such thing as individual
wealth. What served as money was weapons. It is curious that the EU may be the first to
eliminate physical money declaring everyone has a “right” to have a bank account for
without such an account paper money cannot be eliminated. Brussels is also now looking
to create its own army with
German and Dutch troops to
allow the EU to actually
threaten military force against
member states. To what extent
is Britain really surrendering it
independence nobody will
address. No establishment
politicians will dare tell them
the truth about the full extent
of the EU expansion of power.
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Thucydides portrays Pericles as combining caution and
moderation with a daring imagination and intellect casting
him as a leader of a new age. Thucydides clearly admired
Pericles profoundly and refused to criticize him.
Obviously, his admiration of Pericles is the source of
Hobbes’ pessimistic view of democracy; “In a
democracy, someone who fails to get elected to
office can always console himself with the
thought that there was something not quite fair
about it.”
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This perspective stems largely from the historical gaps,
which are partially filled by the Greek writer Plutarch some
500 years later. Pericles is portrayed by Plutarch as a man
of unchallengeable virtue and greatness yet at the mercy
with the fickleness of the mob (Democracy). The high cost of building the Parthenon
prompted war and Athenian client states complained. Pericles assumed Athens would be
victorious, but the plague devastated the city. The loss of the war was then blamed on
Pericles who was then put on trial. In trial resulted in Pericles being temporarily stripped
of his political rank, and he was forced to pay an immense amount of money. Soon
afterwards, Pericles had succumbed to the plague.
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The fickleness of the people turning against Pericles influenced Thucydides and in turn
there is little doubt that Hobbes was greatly influenced by Thucydides. Hobbes concluded
that Democracy truly did not work and the Leviathan argues that the sovereignty of the
King was the best solution to the pain of humankind. This is the conclusion of modern
politicians for they deliberately designed the EU to escape all responsibility to the people
whatsoever.
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Hobbes was a brilliant mind. He saw the civil war rage around him and had to flee for his
life because of his ideas that the king was the sovereign and that there was a Social
Contract with the people government would honor. But Hobbes is not lost to an age of
kings long since past. If we look beyond the head of state, we still see the Leviathan for it
is today constructed as the Bureaucracy which never changes. The Leviathan is the
modern Bureaucracy, whereby the kings of old are replaced merely by ministers who are
unelected. The heads of states come and go, but the Leviathan remains unchecked and
uncontrollable. For he who prosecutes the law is always above the law themselves.
The Leviathan cares not who is at the head of the state like David Cameron or Obama, for
it alone controls the state, and presidents or prime ministers are merely symbolic
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diversions and promise change they can never deliver. Prosecutors will still charge
whomever they desire, and the judges will always deny a fair trial to anyone who resists
the Leviathan. There is no separation of powers that was to be the bulwark against
tyranny embodies within the Constitution and championed by Montesquieu (1689 –
1755), for the judiciary is part of the same Leviathan and remains above the law since
only the Leviathan can indict for any crime. What can we ever do to elect anyone who
could possibly reform the Leviathan since they are outnumbered within or will be
prosecuted for some pretended crime. We no more live in a Democracy today where the
will of the people is respected any more than the Roman Republic.
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Thucydides was correct that mankind cannot truly understand his future without
comprehending his past. For history itself contains repeated occurring patterns of the
same arguments and battles time and time again. This is why we have had these
confrontations for thousands of years with no permanent resolution. Is Britain
surrendering as it heads into the abyss with the EU unelected Bureaucracy? Under the
pretense of trade, the liberties,
immunities, and self-rule
vanish into the wind.
Obviously, those in Brussels
see their existence indeed as if
they are the soul of Europe or
the modern Leviathan and the
people, the Great Unwashed,
are far too fickle to understand
what is best for them. This is
why there is no right to vote
anyone out of power.
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The clever creation of the
European Parliament has
proven to be a fantastic
diversion making the people
think they have a right to vote when it is just for show and has no right to create or vote
for legislation. It is a deliberate fraud and not even the press truly understands this
problem.
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Everything is determined behind closed doors from proposed laws to monetary policy.
Nothing is allowed to be decided by the people for they are far too stupid to understand
such subjects. The huge unelected bureaucracy has made itself the dictatorship of the 21st
century. As a result, the EU attempts to regulate the people and prevent the Invisible
Hand as defined by Adam Smith from functioning which is human nature will always be
guided by its self-interest. There is no question the pretense of democracy in which we
live is rapidly falling apart. Brussels will not admit that their theory of federalizing Europe
is a failure under the pretense that if government is surrendered to one political body, it
will prevent European war.
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This idea, which began with the Treaty of Rome, has been a foolhardy endeavor which
is not well founded. The federalization of Europe has been the dream since the Treaty of
Rome, to create the United States of Europe. While the USA became the melting pot of
Europeans, the element was not a question of political demands. Each group was
discriminated against until they assimilated with a common language. That is the missing
element which prevents Brussels from creating Europeans.
Brussels is seeking to consolidate power by sheer force demanding with the stroke of a
pen the surrender of culture creating a one-size fits all approach in the most antidemocratic system since Stalin and Mao. Yet ask anyone within the European continent
what they are. The response is German, English, French, Italian, Greek, Spanish, even
Swiss or Dutch. Nobody responds I am European. That answers the question whether or
not the British should surrender their very soul of the nation to be subjugated by Brussels.
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It’s a Political Union – Not Economic Thatcher Defends the
Pound Sterling

SE
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argaret Thatcher stood tall and refused to surrender the British Sovereignty or
the British pound, stating bluntly that the EU was attempting to create a
political union rather than an economic one. Unquestionably, the Euro
experiment is a total disaster since it was deliberately designed for political objectives
rather than economic advancement. Europe has become the most overregulated entity in
the world resulting in the lowest economic growth with the highest unemployment
internationally among developed regions. There are far too many regulations to comply
with, and as a result, there are precious few jobs being created by new business
operations, which has created the last generation of youth who cannot find employment.
Clearly, it will be the political self-interest of the government in Brussels which destroys
the Euro. Just pick-up the rug to expose the dirt and you will see that the design of the
Euro was faulty from the beginning. Those in Brussels knew from the start created a
monetary union preaching savings on foreign exchange would resurrect the Bretton
Woods era of fixed exchange rates. This became the mantra hiding the real agenda to
federalize Europe. The idea that that one government would prevent European war.
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The elite politicians sold the idea that a single currency would aid trade selling that idea
while simultaneously swearing there was no federalist agenda and regulating trade to the
point it became protectionism, which raised to cost of food and everything in Europe
reducing the living standards or the people as a whole.
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Margaret Thatcher tried to fight against that political agenda within her own cabinet. It
was after the 1987 election when Thatcher became much more of an isolated figure within
government after fighting with members in her own cabinet who wanted to join the Euro
as a new version of Bretton Woods minus the gold. There was some New World Order in
the creation of the Euro that one government would eliminate war. Many in the UK at
that time bought into the idea of the Euro would recreate Bretton Woods’ fixed rate
regime which began with the European Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM) introduced by
the European Economic Community on March 13th, 1979. The Labour Party agreed to the
Euro for Thatcher became to Prime Minister on May 4th, 1979, after the ERM began. This
was part of the European Monetary System (EMS) to reduce exchange rate variability and
achieve monetary stability in Europe in preparation for Economic and Monetary Union
and the introduction of a single currency, the euro, which took place on January 1st, 1999.
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Thatcher’s “The Bruges Speech” delivered September 20th, 1988, will always be
remembered. She stated bluntly:
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“I want to start by disposing of some myths about my country,
Britain, and its relationship with
Europe and to do that, I must say
something about the identity of
Europe itself. … Europe is not the
creation of the Treaty of Rome. …
Nor is the European idea the
property of any group or
institution.”
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Thatcher clearly saw the motivation behind the
Euro was the federalization of Europe – a
political union to prevent European war
creating one government, not simply a monetary union.
Nigel Lawson was in Thatcher’s cabinet between 1981 to 1989. Lawson was in favor of
privatization and contributed to Britain’s Big Bang. However, he was a closet Bretton
Woods guy at the time who felt strongly that currencies had to be fixed. He was not so
much a goldbug, but wanted a fixed currency and that would be the ERM followed by the
end goal – the Euro.
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The issue of exchange-rate mechanism membership (ERM)
continued to fester between Lawson and Thatcher and was
exacerbated by the re-employment by Thatcher of Sir Alan
Walters as personal economic advisor who was my personal
friend. Lawson’s conduct of policy had become a struggle to
maintain credibility once the August 1988 trade deficit
revealed the strength of the expansion of domestic demand.
As orthodox Keynesian monetarists, Lawson and Thatcher
agreed to a steady rise in interest rates to restrain demand,
but this had the effect of inflating the headline inflation
figure. Yes, I explained how raising interest rates would
attract foreign capital and fuel cost-push inflation. After all,
I myself was standing in line buying assets in Britain when the pound fell to $1.03 in 1985.
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Lawson’s fixing of the pound within the ERM is what led to the collapse of the pound. This
was the clash with Thatcher for Lawson favored the idea of the Euro that would be a fixed
rate currency system. The clash between Lawson and Thatcher, who was dead against the
fixed rate idea of the Euro led to his resignation.
Nigel Lawson delivered an ultimatum that Thatcher
either fire Sir Alan Walters who supported a free
floating currency or he would resign. Lawson lost
and he tendered his resignation as Chancellor of
the Exchequer on October 27th, 1989. Sir Alan
Walters continued to favor a floating exchange rate
and we had many discussions at the time
concerning this issue. Lawson was succeeded in the
office of Chancellor by John Major who later
became her successor as PM. With time, Lawson now sees the error of his ideas and
opposes remaining in the EU supporting BREXIT.
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Geoffrey Howe (1926-2015) was another key
cabinet member who clashed with Thatcher also
over the Euro. He masterminded the development
of new economic policies embodied in an
Opposition mini-manifesto. In June 1989, Howe
and Nigel Lawson, secretly threatened to both
resign over Thatcher’s opposition to British
membership in the exchange rate mechanism of
the European Monetary System. Both Howe and
Lawson were sold on the ERM and the coming idea
of the Euro.
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In the last weekend of October
1990, Lady Thatcher travelled
to a European summit in
Rome, where Jacques Delors’
dream of European Monetary
Union was high on the agenda.
But while Mrs. Thatcher was
fighting her lone battle against
the prospective single currency
abroad, she was being fatally
undermined at home. Geoffrey
Howe, her bitterest cabinet
critic, went on television to tell
the interviewer Brian Walden that in principle Britain did not oppose the Euro.
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Upon Thatcher’s return, she delivered her Commons statement where she was forced to
slap Howe down publicly stating: “this government believes in the pound
sterling.” Howe resigned on November 1st, 1990, from his position as Deputy Prime
Minister over her refusal to agree to a timetable for Britain to join the European Exchange
Rate Mechanism, which later collapsed making George Soros famous resulting in Black
Wednesday (September 16, 1992). Lawson and Howe could not comprehend that Bretton
Woods failed because fixed exchange rates never work. After resigning, Howe betrayed
Thatcher by trying to push Britain into what would become the Euro and delivered a
famous speech from the back benches that set in motion a leadership contest to oust
Thatcher.
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Howe and Lawson would have destroyed the British economy had they joined the Euro.
To Delors, the private discussion I had seemed to believe that he was more trying to defeat
the USA than creating a New World Order. He was fixated that joining all the countries
together they would have a bigger GDP than the USA and therefore the Euro would
displace the dollar. It was a power struggle arising from pride
for many in France.
Margaret Thatcher was forced to resign as Prime Minister
and party leader on November 22nd, 1990 for defending
British Independence and keeping Britain out of the Euro.
Michael Heseltine was also a former cabinet member
appointed by Thatcher as Secretary of State for the
Environment in 1979. Haseltine also betrayed Thatcher
launching a challenge to her leadership but only narrowly lost
out. In response, Thatcher resigned so her party could place
a more popular candidate against Heseltine. She was driven
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from office, betrayed by most, and left in
tears. Finally, after retiring from the
Commons in 1992, she was given a life
peerage as Baroness Thatcher of Kesteven in
the county of Lincolnshire, which entitled her
to sit in the House of Lords.
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Let’s face reality. Margaret Thatcher was a
polarizing figure for most in Britain failed to
understand what she really was trying to
accomplish. Her whole idea of a poll tax was
not to benefit the rich; it was to force everyone to pay attention to government as a check
and balance. Then there are the false claims that
our banking crisis was caused by her deregulation.
That is entirely false. She deregulated to take
Britain away from socialism/communism, which
was restraining its economic growth. For that she
is still hated by union supporters who cannot see
that unions reduce economic growth. The EU is
constructed exactly upon that same Byzantine
structure of regulating everything reducing
economic growth.
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As far as the deregulation of banks was concerned,
that crowning glory becomes to Bill and Hillary Clinton. The Clintons were owed by the
banks as Hillary still is today. The Clintons deregulated the banks, yet stupid Americans
are treating Hillary’s Democratic campaign as a coronation simply because she is a
woman, just as they did with Obama because he is black. Neither are qualifications worthy
of public office without substance.
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Obviously, many IRA supporting Irish still hate her most passionately for her hard-line
policies of no negotiation, and the Russian’s called her the Iron Lady. The IRA supporting
Irish turned that into “rust in peace.” She is seen to this day as anti-Irish and completely
close-minded on "the Irish question." Many Irish people viewed her as being derogatory
and condescending towards Ireland still and many celebrated her death. Others simply
remain delusional thinking that their union life of dictating wages to the consumer would
have lasted forever had it not been for Thatcher only demonstrate their own ignorance.
Nonetheless, no matter if you honor her tenacity or hate her guts, anyone who cannot
admit that she saved Britain from the evils of Brussels and its One-European government
agenda that is anti-democratic to the core with its single currency is just biased and blind.
Thatcher foresaw the drive for a political union rather than an economic one, disagreeing
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with the one European government idea of one government fits
all. She was absolutely spot on about why the euro would be
such a disaster. Margaret wrote in her book “The Downing
Street Years” 1993:
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“We had arguments which might persuade both the Germans
– who would be worried about the weakening of anti-inflation
policies – and the poorer countries – who must be told that
they would not be bailed out of the consequences of a single
currency, which would therefore devastate their inefficient
economics.”
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Thatcher was correct. The introduction of the Euro was by no means a confederation of
common interests retaining sovereignty and culture, but the federalization of Europe
whereby members surrendered their sovereignty to Brussels.
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The operation of the Euro and the very idea of forgiving debts was rejected regarding
Greece. This was the same as under a gold standard where whoever got into trouble in the
gold standard, had to save and contract their economy to repay any loan.
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The Failure to Create a Single Currency
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here is little doubt that Margaret Thatcher was the only head of state who saw the
reality of a single currency. Perhaps it was due to me historical research on the
matter since I was personal friends with Sir Alan Walters and later the committee
charged with forming the Euro
attended our World Economic
Conference in London back in
1997.
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Whether or not her view was
influenced by my research is
not really the issue for we
tended to agree and it was not
a question where it took too
much convincing on my part.
Lady Thatcher came to speak
at our World Economic
Conference held in Princeton
in 1996. She stated then in her
speech:

“We don't necessarily think in cycles in politics. Perhaps we should.
But we certainly have to think in terms of trends.”

In one context, we discussed the future election in Britain and before there were any polls,
she told me that Labour would win. When I asked why, she replied with her natural
cyclical view of life saying: “It’s just time.” I subsequently wrote a piece on cycle theory
and dedicated it to her and named it precisely that: “It’s just time.”
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Yes, Margaret and I did have in-depth conversations about the historical consequences of
attempting fixed exchange rate systems and the failure of Bretton Woods, and the ERM,
which resulted in the British government calling me back then on Black Wednesday
September 16th, 1992, to ask how long would the attack last on the pound. I responded
they would need at least £1 billion per day for 10 days to fend off the attack. I advised that
they had to devalue the pound and I was told that John Major promised the pound would
not be devalued during the election. I gave them the only possible solution; let the
pound float to seek its own level.
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Within less than two-years of forcing Thatcher to leave office on November 22nd, 1990,
the Lawson/Howe constituents, who longed for a return of Bretton Woods, had witnessed
the folly of the fixed exchange rate system. The United Kingdom entered the ERM in
October 8th, 1990 under duress from Thatcher. The failed attempt to fix the rate of the
pound came to an end in just 1.94 years. The British Treasury later estimated this
misguided dream of restoring Bretton Woods and fixed exchange rates had cost Britain
£3.4 billion pounds when a billion use to be something impressive. Clearly, Thatcher was
correct and Lawson/Howe were dead wrong. We have never seen the fixing of currency
ever prevail without ultimately breaking and causing tremendous economic hardship. The
list of failed attempts through history are endless.
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More recently, on January 15th, 2015, we saw the Swiss franc/euro peg collapse in a similar
manner to the demise of the pound sterling in 1992 from its peg within the ERM. It took
just 3.359 years to break the Swiss peg from its initiation on September 6 th, 2011 (about
one Pi cycle probably reflecting the start of discussions). The collapse in the peg made it
far worse because companies make business decisions assuming government is all
powerful. The resulting sharp rise of unemployment followed the break and this was from
banks, broadcasting, railways, and insurance. The rise in unemployment was across the
board. The economic growth collapsed from 2.1% to 0.8% during the course of 2015.
There was even 142,000 fewer overnight stays reported in Swiss hotels between May and
October of 2015.
The Swiss consumer ran to buy outside with cross-border retail spending jumping 8%.
There was a sharp rise in small company insolvencies which were up 7% who had no idea
pegs always fail. The Swiss Central Bank lost 50 billion Swiss francs on the Euro Peg.
That works out to 6,250 CHF per person including children. So every couple lost 12,500
and a family of four lost 25,000 CHF. And this is all about government decisions in
manipulating the economy.
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The committee from the EU came to us about the design of the Euro and attended our
London World Economic Conference in 1997. We warned that “one-size fits all” would
not work. We begin covering the proposed design of the euro in our first report dated July
1996. We reported the sales pit to sell the idea of a single currency that masked the real
agenda to federalize Europe. We wrote:
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“The one sales pitch that has been used to sell this
revived dream of a united Europe is none other
than the currency. It has been pointed out that if
one begins in London with say a 100 pounds, after
traveling around Europe exchanging the currency
in every port, when you return to London you will
have only 60 pounds left after spending nothing.”
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We explained in that report (available on our site
under Research – Euro Crisis) that even within the
United States, despite the single currency, there is
always the problem of regional capital flows. We
concluded that first report stating:
“The individual nations of Europe have distinctly
different economies as is the case among the 50 US
states. When US autos lost market share to the
Japanese and European cars, the economy of Michigan was devastated. When IBM was
forced to restructure, Massachusetts was devastated. When oil prices fell sharply,
million dollar homes in Texas fell to $100,000. Regional problems exist today as they
did prior to 1913. If Europe follows-through with its one-size-fits-all plans for EMU, it
very well may lead to the worst economic disaster in the economic history of Europe.”
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We followed that report up publishing “Understanding the Euro and the Chaos it is
Unleashing in the World Economy” on October 28th, 1997. That report began with the
opening paragraph:
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“There appears to be great confusion
among not merely the public sector
officials, but also among corporate and
institutional Europe not to mention the
rest of the world. Perhaps the most
confusing aspect of the coming monetary
changes in Europe is what will the single
currency do? Will a single currency end
currency speculation? Will a single
currency lead to a single interest rate for
Europe? Does a single currency mean
Europe becomes one economy while
retaining individual sovereignty? These
were among a handful of questions that I
encountered on my fall trip to visit our
European clients. The most profound
conclusion as I begin writing this piece while 60,000 feet in the air crossing back
over the Atlantic, is just how many in Europe have absolutely no idea what a
single currency is all about regardless if they oppose or support it.”
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It does not take clairvoyance to see the future. All one needs to do is consult history since
it is the finest catalogue of man’s follies. Every single time, we avoid history and never
consult the past. We arrogantly assume – this time is always different. In economics, we
are still practicing medieval medicine. We assume everything is introduced to the body
externally, so the answer is to
bleed the person to get rid of these
external impurities. If they bleed
the person too much and they die,
it is never the fault of the
physician. It simply means he
bled him too late.
In political-economics, we never
learn from the past. Like some
medieval physician, we just hack
at various body parts until we kill
the patient or the theory works.
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Today, the faulty construction of the Euro is destroying the European economy and
creating the greatest risk for civil unrest and European war. They are telling Britain to
surrender all independence to Brussels to save the euro which is doomed. It is not about
a single market and Britain will suffer economically further as illustrated previously,
annual economic growth has declined ever since joining the EU. This is about saving
Europe not Britain. Britain cannot save Brussels by holding its hand as they fall off the
cliff together. Fixed exchange rates systems always fail.
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In May 1997, the U.S. Treasury was again publicly
starting to try to talk the dollar down once more trying
to manipulate trade with currency as they did in 1985
producing the 1987 Crash. I wrote to Robert Rubin who
was the one doing this nonsense trying to talk the dollar
down once again. Note it was May 1997 when I wrote
reminding him of 1987 and that yes we were one of the
firms consulted during that crisis. Now notice the date
when the future Treasury Secretary Tim Geithner
responded quickly on June 4th within 15 days. While
they pretend to admit that currency manipulation is not
their intent, that is the net effect they always seek.
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The Asia Currency Crisis
hit within weeks of that
correspondence in July
1997.
Once again our
model was correct in
picking that crisis. We
have given it our best effort
to try to help curb this
insane trend of politicians
gone wild. Government
never consults the past.
These ideas always surface
and nobody bothers to ask;
“Has this been tried
before?” “What was the
result?”
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It was that 1997 Asian Currency Crisis that led to us to being perhaps the first market
analyst to be invited to Beijing by the central bank. In that meeting, the Bank of China
conceded that the capital flows were distorted and had turned back toward Europe in
preparation for the euro. The central
Bank of China has since publicly even
announced that they use “capital flow
analysis” to gauge monetary policy, which
we invented.
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It was clearly because of these two reports
that the Bank of China invited us to
Beijing. The claims by many that the Euro
was going to kill the dollar because
Europe would have a bigger GDP
dominated the press. The Bank of China
asked me to continue to speak out
because politically they could not blame
the euro. Never can banks or central
banks come out publicly criticize government policy. They have to remain quiet standing
in the wings.
The hype over the euro would kill the dollar was matched when it appeared Britain would
not join the Euro. We received urgent calls from clients who had read the headlines and
acted on them. Mercedes had shorted the British pound assuming it would collapse
because they would be left behind. We had to advise them how to get out of that hedge.
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Mercedes called the board of Daimler-Benz, who had the same hedge position. We met
with the board of directors for they also sold the British pound assuming it would collapse
for its refusal to join the euro. Thatcher opted-out of the Maastricht Treaty of 1992
refusing to surrender the pound sterling. The pound rallied against the euro sharply into
1993 and then again between 1995 and 1997. The wholesale assumption the euro would
devastate the pound did not prove to be more than just a dream.
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Nevertheless, in the West, we remain captured by Karl Marx and his fundamental
principle that government can control the economy of society rejecting Laissez-faire
economics. Even John Maynard Keynes finally conceded in the end remarking that he
was wrong before his death in 1946. Keynes told
Henry Clay, a professor of Social Economics and
Adviser to the Bank of England that he had
hoped that Adam Smith’s “Invisible Hand”
would help Britain out of the economic hole it is
in: “I find myself more and more relying
for a solution of our problems on the
invisible hand which I tried to eject from
economic thinking twenty years ago.”
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Paul Volcker, the former Chairman of the
Federal Reserve, explained in his import
work, Rediscovery of the Business Cycle in
1979, that the theories of Keynes indeed were
wrong.
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“The Rediscovery of the Business Cycle – is
a sign of the times. Not much more than a
decade ago, in what now seems a more
innocent age, the ‘New Economics’ had
become orthodoxy. Its basic tenet, repeated
in similar words in speech after speech, in
article after article, was described by one of
its leaders as ‘the conviction that business
cycles were not inevitable, that government
policy could and should keep the economy
close to a path of steady real growth at a
constant target rate of unemployment.”
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The entire Marxist-Keynesian idea that
government could manipulate society to
prevent recessions was absurd. This ‘New
Economics’ proved to be false. Recently, Larry Summers, father of negative interest rates,
has also admitted that they cannot forecast the economy. So if we have people making
decisions to try to manipulate society who cannot even forecast the direction of the
economy, we are in serious trouble for they can easily create the next Great Depression
when they do not know what they are doing.
There is little question that Brussels will defend the euro because that is all they have.
Lose the Euro and what happens? Tens of thousands of bureaucrats are out of a job. They
were hiring 20,000 people just to regulate the banks.
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Politicians superficially assumed that the success of the United States was based entirely
upon a single currency. They failed to comprehend that the unifying fact that made the
United States work was DISCRIMINATION that was fair. Whoever the last group of
immigrants came on the boat from Europe, that could not find employment without
speaking English. Today, ask an American what he is and they routinely respond, half
German and half Irish or whatever. Such combinations are rarely seen in Europe because
of language. It was not a single currency that created economic interaction, it was a
common language.
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An example of this is international travel.
Airplane pilots all have to speak English
internationally. A pilot landing in Beijing
or Paris must be able to understand the
instructions from the tower to land. You
can imagine the accidents that would take
place if all pilots only spoke their native
language.

.1

What the EU Commission designing the
euro completely failed to take into consideration was the region aspects within the United
States that was vital to understanding how the dollar functioned as a single currency. The
United States was predominantly an agrarian society during the mid-19th century
accounting for about 70% of all employment. That was reduced somewhat to 40% by 1900
and then finally 3% by 1980.
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It was not until the Panic of 1907 when
regional
capital
flows
became
disrupted due to a large part the San
Francisco earthquake of 1906. The
Philadelphia/New York City East
Coast region was the financial center.
The insurance claims were on thus on
West Coast. The capital flowed East to
West creating a shortage of cash in the
East resulting in bank failures. The EU
completely overlooked the regional
flows within the United States that
would surface within the EU despite creating a single currency. Lacking a single language
and custom, the regional flows would prove devastating to the creation of the euro.
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Behind the scenes, the Panic of 1907 revealed the weak
underbelly of the American financial system. After the
scare that the Panic of 1907 created among the bankers,
they demanded reform. The very next year, Congress
enacted the Aldrich Vreeland Act of 1908, which then
established the National Monetary C o m m i s s i o n
( N M C ) . The Aldrich Plan proposed a system of fifteen
regional central banks, called National Reserve
Associations, whose actions would be coordinated by a
national board of commercial bankers. The National
Reserve Association would make emergency loans to
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member banks, create money to
provide an elastic currency that
could be exchanged equally for
demand deposits, and would act as a
fiscal
agent
for
the
federal
government. The Aldrich Plan was
actually rejected by the Congress defeated in the House as politics
superseded the national good.
However, its outline did become a
model for a bill that eventually was
adopted. The problem with the
Aldrich Plan was that the regional
banks
would
be
controlled
individually and nationally by
bankers, a prospect that did not sit
well with the populist Democratic
Party or with President Wilson. The
Democrats and Wilson were fearful
that the reforms would grant more
control of the financial system to
bankers and the politicians could not meddle as they saw fit.
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The need for a central bank was really far
too great and even the Democrats
recognized that behind closed doors.
Eventually, the Federal Reserve Act was
passed 43 to 25 and this now altered the
actual role of money and banking. Money
was now becoming “elastic” for the Federal
Reserve would issue currency notes thereby
creating a money supply that increases and
decreases as the economy expands and
shrinks. This new “Elastic Money” would
become an essential function of the Federal
Reserve System in its early days where it
would regulate the amount of money supply
that was allowed to be in circulation. This was
omitted from the design of the European
Central Bank (ECB).
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The region capital flows exposed that despite a single currency, the economy would not
move in a single direction for all regions. This lesson from history was ignored by the
EU in forming the euro and the European Central Bank. The wild swings during the
19th century in the economy caused by the chance discoveries of gold in California,
Alaska, and Colorado disrupted the economy nationally. The original design of the
Federal Reserve in 1913 prior to World War I made sense. First there were 12 districts
or branches to the Federal Reserve and each were autonomous and could raise or
lower the interest rate in their region to attract capital when there was a shortage or
deflect excess capital lowering the rate of interest when there was too much. This
allowed the Federal Reserve to manage the capital flows within the nation. This was
critical and not taken into account in the design of the European Central Bank.

SE

Moreover, there was no buying of federal debt to “stimulate” the economy. The Federal
Reserve would only be allowed to buy corporate paper not government. In this manner,
companies could borrow to cover difficult periods where as local banks would not lend
during period of crisis. This enabled the economy to be far more stable and reduce the
effect of companies having to instantly lay off workers to make ends meet. When World
War I appeared, the government intervened and instructed the Fed to buy only their debt,
not private. That was never reversed. Then when the Great Depression hit, Franklin
Roosevelt usurped the independence of the Federal Reserve and make Washington
supreme and eliminated the autonomy of the districts to set their own interest rates. That
was also not rescinded. Then Roosevelt instructed the Fed had to government debt only
at par during World War II. This was eventually rescinded in 1951. The entire design of
the U.S. system that the EU assumed was supported by a single currency was a gross
miscalculation of history and it is the same regional differences within Europe that crated
the Panic of 1907 that are now tearing the EU apart at the seams.
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The Oppressive Nature of the Euro to Southern Europe
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he construction of the euro ignored that regional capital flows within Europe as
well as the natural differences that creates in interest rates. As explained in the
last chapter, once Roosevelt created one single national interest rates, the
differentials which were once managed by the 12 branches of the Federal Reserve
transferred to credit ratings. Hence, the single interest rate maintain by the Federal
Reserve could not dictate one-size fits all among the 50 states. Each member state would
have to sell their debt into the market and pay different rates of interest depending upon
the confidence that the free market expressed in each member. Additionally, for banks to
maintain “reserves” at the Federal Reserve, only federal debt was acceptable. Under the
European design, the debt of each member became reserve quality creating sheer
economic chaos that has manifested as the Euro Crisis.
We wrote in our 1997 report on the Euro:

SE

“There is only one way that speculation within Europe between one nation and
another will be defeated. That exclusive secret weapon can only mean the full and
unquestioned federalization of Europe. Even if the individual currencies dwindle
and die between 1999 and 2002, net capital movement and speculation will
merely take the form as it does within the United States – bonds and interest
rates.”

The EU at the time of formation was swearing that they had no intention of federalizing
Europe. This is why they refused to consolidate the debts of all members to create a
national debt. I explained to those who attended our London conference that Alexander
Hamilton’s plan was to take all the debts of the member states accumulated to support
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the Revolution and convert them to federal debt. That had the direct benefit of creating
the US dollar as a market.
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During the early years of Washington’s Administration, Secretary of the Treasury,
Alexander Hamilton, strived diligently to establish a sound system of banking in an effort
to stabilize the currency of the nation. However, due to failure of Continental Currency
and the lack of immediate convertibility into the proposed federal US dollar, speculation
and volatility plagued the financial markets. The Bank of the United States script
denominated in the new dollar became the focus of a flight to quality causing wild
gyrations and insane volatility. The price swings from its original price of par 100, rose
dramatically in a bidding war reaching 195 followed by a collapse back to 110 with a
reaction rally to 145. Such wild price swings in this script issue caused numerous failures.
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Hamilton responded by authorizing the Cashier of the Bank of New York to purchase
government bonds and stocks on behalf of the Treasury. This constituted effort to inject
capital into the system was intended to help relieve the merchants in New York City at
that time and ensure that the credit of the newly founded United States would survive.
The Panic of 1791 was the first major crisis in the post-Revolutionary War period of this
nation. However, it was a dollar panic that brought in foreign investors rushing to buy
Bank of the United States paper on this new emerging market. It is clear the EU did not
understand that flow of capital that cannot be controlled. This would tear Europe apart
and manifest by 2010 in the Greek Crisis.
The EU proposed single currency is obviously oppressive to Southern Europe for it did
not take into account the regional differences whatsoever no less the impact of a failure
to consolidate the debt of member states as Hamilton did in the United States. Those
pushing the euro were far too ignorant of history to understand what they promoted
historically always failed. I had discussions with the committee members designing the
euro. I explained that a single currency would fail unless there was also a single debt
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explaining the Hamilton model.
They replied that to do that they
feared the people of Europe would
not unite for they would see this as a
bailout for Southern Europe. I was
told they had to start just pushing
through the euro and worry about
debt latter. Of course, now we have
bailout after bailout concerning the
debt crisis they created.
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The final structure became a single
currency, but each member state
retained its central bank and its
national debt without any regard to regional capital flows. However, they then converted
all previous debt obligations to the new euro. The euro appreciated from 82 cents to the
US dollar to $1.60. This meant that the past debts now doubled in real servicing cost. This
was completely a brain-dead solution that has resulted in a perpetual Euro-Crisis, from
which there is simply a structural defect.
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Southern Europe’s currencies converted to the euro and appreciated past obligations akin
to taking a mortgage in Swiss francs before the franc doubled in value. Suddenly, you owe
twice as much as you did before. This is what the politicians did to Europe and they expect
Britain to surrender its sovereignty to this same gross mismanagement.
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Southern European governments were no longer able to benefit from inflation which
traditionally reduced their national debts over time. Even the national debt of the United
States is automatically reduced in real terms thanks to systemic inflation. Europe created
deflation by reversing this process which effectively doubled its debt in real terms and
crushed the European economy all because those who wield power are clueless about how
the economy even functions.
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On top of that, production would no longer be cheap based upon their currency in
Southern Europe, and would have to suddenly be competitive with Northern European
production skills. This too would add to the trend toward extracting manufacturing from
the southern regions. Even tourism declined for the once cheap holidays in Greece now
had to be paid for in euro. There was a declining benefit to participate in the EU from
Southern European perspectives.
If one simply looks closer, Italy's economy has declined in economic growth as a direct
result of joining the euro. Indeed, Southern Europe has witnessed a decline in economic
growth after their debts were converted to the euro. The debt payments alone acted like a
massive strip mining operation by sucking the national wealth of these countries out of
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the veins of commerce as a price for joining the euro. Any reasonable person would
question whether the euro is still the correct monetary system. This entire process has
created massive unemployment among the youth and the incredible degree of regulation
coming from the EU is far too costly to deal with for anyone trying to start new businesses.
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From the Greek perspective, membership in the single currency was initially great for the
Greeks as optimism surged. The size of their economy on a per capita basis rose by 25
percent, and came very close to reaching
the European Union average. However,
then the Greeks watched in absolute
horror as the global recession hit in the
aftermath of 2007. Capital flows dropped
sharply and people retreated from
spending. This manifested in Greece
fuelling their own debt crisis which in
turn erased all material gains from
joining the euro. The currency soared on
deflation into 2008, reaching $1.60 against the US dollar. Deflation had come to Greece.
By 2012, Greeks' per capita share of real GDP was the same as in 2001 and had fallen to
74% of the EU average. This was helped by Goldman Sachs playing games with the Greek
debt.
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Today, many economists realize that Greece, Ireland, Portugal, and Spain would all have
been better off not entering into the euro. Ironically, they point to the UK as the best
example of a country that by preserving its national currency, Britain has better tools to
fight the effects of the deep recession and financial crisis. Joining the euro meant nations
also surrendered the ability to manage their own domestic economies.
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Many Failed Attempts at Fixed Exchange Rate Systems
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creating fix exchange rate systems have long been a goal throughout the ages. In
most situations, there have been the costs of foreign exchange conversions and
cross-border debts, for inevitably currency always returns to a floating system.
Governments try to peg their currency typically to aid trade and to pretend they retain
power. Nevertheless, history has proven that no peg or fixed exchange rate has ever
survived. Why? Because the economy is dynamic and it is impacted from many sources
domestically as well as internationally. Our economy is driven by the Invisible Hand,
of Adam Smith not government. The vicissitudes of confidence dictate the trend, for the
business cycle incorporates fiscal mismanagement, migration patterns, shifts in
population as attitudes and culture change, along with weather, climate
changes as well as war. This is why the euro will fail an BREXIT is key.
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Pictured above is actually the first coin issued officially by a city state –
Sardes, Lydia in modern-day Turkey. There are nine countermarks
applied to the edges demonstrating the coin has been tested by nine
different foreign exchange brokers. Clearly, we can see that foreign
exchange dealing is a very old profession. The guarantee of one
government meant nothing in another. Yet a concept of a standard
weight emerged.
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The first invention in creating standardized money was taking the metal and creating preweighed denominations. Before this invention during the 8th to 7th century BC, the metal
was simply tested and weighed each and every
time. The standardization by weight came first
and soon a geometric design was applied to
deter
clipping.
These
raw
weighed
denominations have been found in the Ionian
city of Ephesos. Perhaps the discovery of these
early coins of a standardized weight being found
at Ephesos assigns this invention to that city.
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The alloy comes from Sardes, Lydia which was the first city-state to produce offical
currency by impressing the badge of the city, which was a lion head about 650 BC. Then
metal was a natural alloy of gold and silver so the coinage varies in gold content. The main
denomination was known as a "stater" weighing 14.2
grams in Lydia.
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What is clear, however, is that this invention of coinage
spread between 600 and 550 BC. Each of the
surrounding cities in Western Turkey began to issue
their own coinage with a badge of the city forming the
design. There was no standardized weight agreement.
In Mysia, the stater was 16.4 grams compared to 14.2
grams in Lydia. In Smyrna, the electrum stater was 16.1
grams. In Phokaia, the standard was 16.5 grams for a
stater. On the Island of Samos, we find an electrum
stater produced at 17.4 grams.
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In Troad (Troy) at the city of Lampsakos, the weight appears to follow the standard set
between that of Lydia and Mysia - 15 grams. Miletos uses the Lydian weight standard of
14.2 grams. Foreign exchange brokers had it good during this 52-year period.

The monetary reform takes place 560-550 BC during the age of Croesus (Κροῖσος, Kroisos)(b
595BC, king 560-547BC) who was a famous king of Lydia renown in the ancient world for his
wealth. The legend of his wealth seems to stem from the creation of a bimetallic monetary system
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and his conquering of mainland Anatolia where he collected the Ionian Greek city states, including
Ephesus, building a powerful empire. It took about 112 years from the introduction of official citystate electrum coinage to the refinement of the metal into a separate monetary system of gold and
silver. The gold stater became 10.9 grams but was reduced due to inflation fighting a war with
Persians causing the weight to drop down to 8.17
grams. The Persians conquered Lydia led by Cyrus II
the Great (b 576; 550-530/29 BC) and Croesus became
his captive. Nevertheless, the Persians adopted the
invention of coinage from Lydia maintaining the same
reduced standard of 8.17 grams. The silver Stater with
the same design of a lion & bull facing, weighed 10.89
grams and a Half-Stater, Silglos, was 5.45 grams.
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A small island between the Peloponnese and Attica
(Athens) by the name of Aegina (Aigina) was the first
city state in Greece proper to adopt the invention of
minting coins. The design was simple with a tortoise on the obverse and a punch on the reverse
and the weight was 12.6 grams equaled a stater. These coins
became very popular and started to widely circulate in mainland
Greece. They first appear around 530 BC. Aegina eventually fell
to Athens in 456 BC and won its independence again with the loss
of Athens in the war with Sparta in 404BC. However, these coins
minted by Aegina became the Aiginetic standard that was based
on a silver didrachm-stater of about 12 grams. This became a
widely followed standard throughout Greece, the Aegean islands
and Crete.
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The rise of Athens introduced a competing standard known as the Attic Standard based upon a
drachm of about 4.27 grams and the didrachm (2 drachms) of about 8.5 grams. Eventually, the
rise of Athens in power meant that their standard became dominant.

The Athens Owl became widely used and imitated. It was effectively the first world
currency. The Dekadrachm is often found around the Mediterarian Sea illustrating that
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the very large denomination truly was
used for international trade. It was far
too large of a denomination for daily
use within Athens commerce. This was
the same pattern in economic activity
we find from the Bronze Age prior to
the eruption of Thera when the
Minoan society from Crete dominated world commerce in the
West. They routinely traded even with Britain to obtain tin in
order to produce bronze. Their ingots of bronze took the
shape of a sheep-skin with four points being the legs. This was
the standard means of conducting international trade prior to
the introduction of coins and gold or silver.
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When Athens was conquered by Macedonia, then it would be
the coinage of Alexander the Great (336-323BC) which
became the first real world currency with a standard weight
and design which was used throughout all of the nations he
conquered throughout Western civilization.
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The next currency to become the world
standard was the Roman denarius of 4 grams
in 211 BC. That emerged following their
defeat of Carthage and then Greece. Only
after the fall of the Roman monetary system
during the 3rd Century do we find a monetary
reform with new coinage and denominations.
Ultimately, during the 5th century Rome falls
and Byzantium becomes the new standard globally based upon gold rather than silver.
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We
see
the
first
debasement when Lydia
reduced the weight of its
coinage to fund the war
against the Persians. In
the case of Rome, we also
see the same process of
debasement taking place
as
the
government
needed to create more
and more money to fund
its expenses.
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The Byzantine gold Solidus then
became the primary world
currency simply known as the
Byzant. They would even wage
war against anyone who tried to
compete against their reserve
currency status so to speak.
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Of course, like the current EU,
the
degree
of
Byzantine
regulation
became
totally
incomprehensible.
Major
overregulation stifled the economy and it declined significantly reducing the strength of
the empire as a whole. It was said that there were more people collecting taxes than there
were taxpayers for the state grew relentlessly. The term Byzantine became synonymous
for complex or intricate and it also characterized an elaborate political scheming and
intrigue designed for the gaining of political power as well as methods for holding on to
such power.
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Here too, we find
where the Romans
debased the silver
and merely reduced
the weight of gold
coinage, Byzantines
debased the gold to
the point it really
became just silver.
This led to the Great
Monetary Crisis of
1092, which was two 309.6-year cycles from the fall of Rome in 476 AD. This Great
Monetary Crisis of 1092 came 309 years after the start of the Arab–Byzantine War in 783
AD. Curiously, it was at this time when the silver penny was born giving rise to the British
pound under King of Mercia, Offa (757-796 AD).
Just 309 years later, there was not much left of the
Byzantine Empire. From Andronicus IV (1376-1379
AD), we no longer find any debased gold coinage
whatsoever. All that remains is silver coinage. The
empire had been effectively reduced to Constantinople.
That finally fell to the Turks in 1453 and the last
emperor died in battle on the walls.
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It was with the fall of Constantinople that
we find the financial capital of the world
move to India. Trade with India extended
back even into Roman Republican times.
In fact, we find that India imitated Roman
gold coins and kept pace with the changing
emperors. Here is an early example of an
imitation of the second emperor Tiberius.
The gold was of equal quality and the weight varies from slightly less to slightly more. This
classifies them as imitations rather than counterfeit. The
distinction demonstrates that the Roman coinage was what we
would call a reserve currency for it circulated outside the empire.
Creating imitations was to
facilitate the money supply not
counterfeit the coinage.
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We do see gold dinars produced in
the rise of the Kushan Empire
which lasted about 30-375AD. The
weight of their coins still complied with the Roman standard. The
imitation of the Roman gold aureus demonstrates that trade was vital and the image of
the gold of Rome carried recognizable value beyond merely the gold content. There are
accounts in China that the Roman Emperor Marcus Aurelius (121-180AD) sent an
ambassador to China. There is the History Book for Tang-Dynasty in China covering the
period 618-907AD. Yet the text mentions 17 times what appears to be the Roman Empire
. It also describes an envoy that was sent by the Roman Emperor to China. The
Roman Emperor was recorded to have been "Anton"
. The account of such an envoy
who visited the older Han Dynasty predates Marco Polo (1254-1325) by 1,000 years. This
demonstrates that international trade existed and the Roman coinage had been the
modern equivalent or a reserve currency. China issued no gold or silver coins.
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With the fall of Rome in Europe, the
invading barbarians really wanted to
be Roman. They imitated their coins
for a brief period and then they faded
from history as well. Gold vanishes
from the money supply for about
600 years in Europe.

Europe fell into a Dark Age. Economically, this meant that there was no effective trade
nor was there really even a money supply lacking a central power. People effectively sold
themselves to a local lord and they worked his land in return for 20% of the food and a
roof over their head. In addition, when danger threatened, they were given shelter in the
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castle behind the walls. This
was Europe entering the Dark
Age where there were no
wages for the peasants and
what coins are produced, they
are rarely found more than 15
miles from their origin. This
demonstrates the lack of
trade.
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Gold begins to reappear in
Western Europe during the
13th century. It is first used
only for international trade.
The first gold coin appears in Southern Italy at Brindisi in 1232, which is clearly a means
of doing trade with the Arab world. As trade expands, by mid-century we see gold appear
in Florence and Genoa. About 5 years later in 1257, we see a gold penny appear under
Henry III (1216-1272) in England with a weight under 3 grams and equal to 20 silver
pennies. This appears to be more of an
issue to demonstrate power rather
than to facilitate trade.
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It was Edward III (1327-1377) who
begins to produce gold coinage and
this is at first at the same standard as a
gold florin of Florence demonstrating
the trade wealth of Florence which
dominated the period. This is a very
rare issue for it was rapidly replaced
after 7 months by a new series of
unique English denominations known
as the noble with a weight of 7.7 grams which was on par with a Double Florin that
weighed about 7 grams. This denomination of the noble was produced until Edward IV
lost the throne. Upon his return following the War of the Roses (1471-1483), the new gold
coin became the Angle with a weight of just 5 grams. This denomination continued until
the monetary crisis during the reign of Henry VIII when there was a 1526 10% Gold
revaluation making a gold Sovereign valued at 22sh 6d and another 20% Gold
Revaluation in 1544 making the gold Sovereign 20 shillings as silver rose in value against
gold.
With the discovery of America, Spain became the financial capital of Europe. The gold
they brought back flooded the European economy and this contributed to the rise in silver
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against gold that was reflected in the
revaluations of Henry VIII in 1526 and 1544.
It was not until 1545 when the Spanish
founded Potosí as a silver mining town,
which soon produced fabulous wealth in
silver. Only then did silver decline and gold
rise in value.
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It was Spain whose coinage became the
monetary standard of Europe. Inflation soared and the fiscal mismanagement of Spain
became notorious. They could not wait for the next ship and borrowed extensively always
awaiting the next shipment.
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As a result of the fiscal mismanagement of the
Spanish crown, they managed to destroy the
Italian bankers through a series of defaults and
then they borrowed from the Germans
defaulting upon them as well.
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The crown instigated the Spanish Inquisition
against the objections of the pope and used this
to confiscate wealth under the pretense of
prosecution. They sent the Jews fleeing to
Amsterdam and the Arabs fleeing back to
Northern Africa. In the course of seven
sovereign defaults on their debt. The crown
successfully transformed Spain from being the
richest nation of Europe into a third world
country. The Jews who fled Spain to
Amsterdam began banking and insurance. This
would lay the foundation for the Amsterdam stock exchange and bank which then set the
model for the Bank of England.
By the reign of George III, he even
counterstamped Spanish coins in an
emergency issue during 1797 due
once again to a shortage of money. It
was this chronic mismanagement in
Britain which prevented the English
coinage from emerging as the
“reserve currency” of Europe.
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Strangely enough, it was the American
Revolution which adopted the Spanish 8 reales as
the silver dollar. They were called “Pillar Dollars”
at the time. The name “dollar” was taken from the
German name for its monetary unit being the
“thaler.” The shortage of coinage left the
Americans having to utilize the Spanish coins
minted in America as a means of facilitating
trade.
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The French Revolution and the rise of Napoleon which changed the monetary system of
Europe. By conquering various countries in Europe, Napoleon sought to create a single
currency. All of the nations he subjugated issued effectively the same coinage structure.
The name of the currency in each country remained the same. What Napoleon did was
standardize the weights so the conversion between currencies was automatic and
discernable by the lower classes.
This example of Napoleon was seen as a major step forward in dealing with international
trade. What then emerged was the Latin Monetary Union (LMU) in 1865 which was an
attempt to unify several European currencies into a single currency that could be used in
all the member states by weight but retaining the local name of each currency of that
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nation. It was established in 1865 and
lasted until 1914, with some
exceptions. Many countries minted
coins according to the LMU standard,
including the USA $5 gold coin and
British sovereigns, despite the fact
that they did not formally accede to
the
LMU
treaty.
However,
fluctuations in the price of gold and
silver immediately caused tension,
and, like the euro today, there was no
way to control the issue of paper
money claimed to be backed by metal.
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Trying to hold any type of fixed
exchange rate standard cannot be
accomplished because the economy is
not a flat line. Attempts at creating a gold standard (fixing its value) have always
collapsed, as was the case with Bretton Woods in 1971. The attempt to fix the value of gold
is purely a 20th century theory, whereas previously
currencies were merely fixing currency to a
specified quantity of gold. Fixing the price of gold
at $35 to the ounce, yet failing to limit the quantity
of dollar production, was brain-dead. A two-year
old with a pocket calculator could easily figure out
that ultimately such a system cannot be sustained.
But politicians and academics lack any experience
in trading. Theory does not cut it. Today, anyone
on a trading desk, if allowed to speak, would chime
in that everything fluctuates all the time.
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Napoleon’s standardization of gold was not an attempt at creating a gold standard with
respect to fixing value. Instead, it was an attempt at creating a single currency. Unlike
Bretton Woods, gold still
rose and fell in purchasing
power during the 19th
century. This was selfevident with the rise and
fall of gold throughout the
19th century namely due to
the massive discovery of
gold in California during
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1849, followed by the 1851 Australian gold rush
that produced one-third of the world’s gold
supply. Then, a third massive discovery was made
in Alaska during 1896 known as the "Klondike"
lode. Gold became so common, that we find $50
gold coins were issued in California. Rents on
rooms in California were three times that of New
York as so many people joined the Gold Rush of 1849.
It was 1849 when $20 gold coins were issued again by
the US Mint. The raw value of gold fell and in 1854 the
mint was paying $16 an ounce making that $20. Gold
was found in Colorado in 1858 and 100,000 rushed out
to Pike's Peak. The Comstock Lode is discovered in
1859 which yielded $397 million by 1882.
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There is a substantial difference between the gold
standard of Bretton Woods verses the gold standard of
the 19th century. The former fixed the price of gold and
paper dollars circulated whereas during the 19th
century gold was the circulating medium of exchange
not dollars rising and falling in value.
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Over the centuries, the silver/gold ratio has fluctuated
wildly from 8:1 to 120:1. In part, this too has been
driven by the differences in time when major
discoveries took place. The silver discoveries in Colorado were made in 1864 which
became massive. What set off the great debate on the silver/gold ratio was the fact that
silver was abandoned by Germany in 1873 as a medium of official exchange. The silver
minors in the United States bought the Democrats just as the bankers do today. They used
politics to seize the moment and attempt to force the world to overvalue silver for personal
gain. They bought the politicians who became known as the Silver Democrats who then
flooded the United States with silver dollars. Gold fled the USA and silver poured into the
country as foreigners could buy silver cheaper in
Europe and exchange it for gold in America.
By 1896, the United States was virtually bankrupt
forcing J.P Morgan to organize a gold loan to save
the United States from defaulting. This was the
year when during the Presidential campaign,
William Jennings Bryan delivered his speech that
government should not crucify man upon a cross
of only gold. The corruption of the Democrats
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became notorious. They nearly destroyed the USA and interest rates soared to their
highest point of almost 200% on the New York Stock Exchange in 1899. The attempt to
fix silver to gold at 16:1 proved once again that fixed rate attempts always fail.
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It does not matter which government or what century we look at. The same result always
takes place. We can turn even back to the major riot in Florence during 1343 when the
price of silver was driven significantly
higher and the people stormed the
bankers and burned down their palaces.
The crisis was actually caused by the
debasements of the silver coinage in
France to fund the Hundred Years War
which began in 1337 between England
and France during the reign of Philippe
VI de Valois (1328-1350).
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Traditionally, the French crown
consulted the general assemblies of the Langue d’Oil in 1320, 1321, 1329, and 1333.
However, when the Hundred Years War began, Philippe VI funded the war by debasing
the silver coinage without any consultation. Indeed, before the war Philippe VI
maintained the dual systems of parisis and tournois coinage in gold, silver and billion.
The parisis system included the parisis d’or at 20 sp, the gros parisis valued at 12 dp and
a denier. The tournois system included the gold royal valued at 15 st while the gros was
equivalent to a sou. Before the war began, the silver/gold ratio was at its highest point.
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Philippe VI also
reduced the weight
of the gold coinage
during the war
besides debasing
the silver. There
was
a
steady
progression of a
decline in weight of
the gold coinage by
more than onethird. The quality
of
the
gold
remained about the
same, unlike the
silver coinage.
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Until 1336, sixty grossi tournois were struck to
the marc (244.7529 grams) of argent-le-roi of
0.96% finess. In June 1342, Philippe VI had
ordered seven debasements resulting in 240
grossi turonenses novi to the marc (244.7529
grams). This resulted in a 50% debasement in
fineness as well as weight. A financial crisis
ensued even in France. The people agreed to a
sales tax in an assembly of the estates in Paris in
return for the restoration of the coinage to 1336
standards. However, Philippe VI broke his agreement and resumed debasement again in
1346 claiming royal prerogative. By 1355, the French mints were striking 480 grossi from
one marc of silver (244.7529 grams). The
coinage was reduced to merely 20% silver.
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The French debasement set off a contagion
which was widespread resulting in the
silver/gold ratio collapsing throughout
Europe. The ratio stood at 13.62 in Florence
compared to 12:1 in France during 1316. By
driving the price of silver higher, relative to
gold forcing the ratio in France down to 5:1.
Between 1336-1360, England experienced a
massive outflow of silver coin. The same was taking place in Italy. This resulted in
hoarding of the old coinage.
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In 1343, the chaos of the
French debasement of silver
created
sheer
chaos
throughout Europe. Civil
Unrest broke out in Florence
which resulting in killing the
bankers. The gold Florin had
been valued in exchange at 15
sous tournois in 1336. The term “sous” had become the French shorten-version of the old
Roman “solidus” which was a gold coin. By 1343, the exchange rate fell to 53 sous tournois
per gold Florin. The two tier monetary system meant that wages and local commerce was
conducted in silver. Gold was used only for international trade. The French debasement
had impacted domestic commerce in neighboring nations.
Because wages were in silver, the rise in the price of silver resulted in the higher cost of
production. This sent the economy into a tailspin. Workers were laid-off and
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unemployment rose. This French debasement had simultaneously reduced the value of
trade and even outstanding local loans were contracted in silver making individuals and
kings alike unable to pay their bankers. This set off a massive wave of deflation which
caused a drop in production and rising unemployment.
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The economic chaos set in motion by the French debasement sparked the first economic
riot over a debt crisis mixed with a depression and rising unemployment. This lethal
mixture erupted in Florence during 1343. Additionally, since silver rose dramatically in
value against gold, revenue on loans and international trade, which had been
denominated in gold florins, depreciated to about one-third of their former value
expressed in silver. The cost of production rose by almost 300% as well and that led to
sharply rising unemployment. The French debasement was tearing the Florentine
economy apart at the seams even though it was an external force, nothing domestic as we
face today since we are still all connected. This economic chaos domonstrates that
domestic policy objectives can in fact be altered by international policy events.
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Consequently, the civil unrest erupted in Florence as the mob stormed the palaces of the
bankers. There was an uprising of workers which erupted on September 24th, 1343. The
people stormed the palaces of the merchant-banking families located in the Oltrarno
quarter of the city that was on the left bank of the Arno River. This was where the palaces
of the Bardi, Frescobaldi, Peruzzi, Nerli, Mannelli, and many others were located. The
rioters barricaded the bridges and on the 25th, they captured the palaces of the Peruzzi
and Frescobaldi. They also stormed the Bardi palace forcing the members of that family
to abandon their fortress and flee for their lives. The mob then sacked the Bardi Palace
and set it on fire. Villani tells us that the Bardi lost that day 60,000 florins in the
destruction that took place in Florence.
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There is no doubt that the bulk of the silver-gold ratio disruption is tied to the French
Debasements post-1337. What has been overlooked by most historians is the contagion
effects, the shifts in cash flow that is created by arbitrage that is common-place today
among sophisticated currency traders and the degree of leverage. Once you introduce
leverage, small fluctuations become magnified. It is also clear that the Florin was in fact
devalued against the pound sterling in 1344. The fact that the Peruzzi, the second larger
bank in Europe located in Florence was sent into bankruptcy in 1343, does not diminish
this trend.
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During this period in time, the British pound was quite different. It was equal to 240
pence of .925 fine silver that were known as "sterlings" from about the year 775AD. The
term referred to one pound of silver equalled 240 sterlings. Eventually, the phrase became
shortened to "pound sterling" that was originally one troy pound. After the Norman
conquest in 1066, the pound was then divided into 20 shillings for accounting purposes
equal to 240 pence making a shilling 12 pence. In reality, the old Romah terms libra,
solidus, and denarius became pound, shilling, and penny respectively. This is why we still
use the abbreviation "lb" for a pound that is the Latin "libra." The standard in which
precious metals are still measured today is TROY, that comes from Troyes, France. This
was slightly heavier than the early English pound known as the "Tower Pound" that was
a weight kept in the Tower of London used as the standard by the mint. The British, for
trade purposes, adopted the Troy weight system in 1527. The 16 ounce weight system also
comes from France and is still known as Avoirdupois.

Therefore, at this point in history, a POUND under Edward the Confessor (1042-1066)
was about 312 grams of sterling silver (.925). By Henry III (1216-1272) with the first gold
penny, the silver-gold ratio was 10:1 and a pound was still about 312 grams of sterling
silver. By Edward III (1327-1377) and the Hundred Years War, the pound was about 252
grams of sterling silver. By Henry VII (1485-1509), the pound declined to about just 222
grams of sterling silver.
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In modern times, effectively, all pegs and standards simply collapse. Aside from trying to
eliminate the business cycle, why communism also failed, it encourages speculation. Pegs
are the greatest gift to traders in history – the illusive and fabled GUARANTEED
TRADE. It is like going to the casino and you bet 100,000 on number 23 at roulette. If
you win, you get your 35 to 1 return. If you lose, the house returns your 100,000. It is a
no loss game. Europe’s folly of attempting to create pegs, fixed exchange rates, and a
single currency have all ended in crisis.
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Furthermore,
war
has
always altered the course of
monetary systems. The
Romans would close the
doors to the Temple of
Janus shown here on a
sestertius
of
Nero
symbolizing that in time of
peace,
nothing
would
change. During periods of
war, however, the Temple of
Janus would have its doors
open symbolizing that there
is always a risk of political change. World War I completely destroyed the monetary
system that was in place up to that period in Europe. The gold standard was suspended,
and Britain made a huge mistake by attempting to return the gold standard at the same
level as prewar creating tremendous economic pressure in 1925.
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The cost of World War I is what shifted the status of the Financial Capitol of the World
from Britain to the United States. We can see the vast rise in debt relative to GDP as a
direct result of World War I.
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The gold standard was suspended
de facto during the first world
war and de jure immediately after
it. It was restored between 1925
and 1931. The First World War
proved fatal to the old gold
standard. It is true that the gold
standard was different preBretton Woods since the value of
gold fluctuated wildly with the
cycles of gold mining rather than
with business needs. The gold
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standard completely failed in this version to provide any
price stability. The criticism of this fault led to Bretton
Woods where the price of gold was fixed at $35 rather than
currencies express in ounces of gold which rose and fell in
purchasing power.
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There were many who saw these flaws before the war, such
as Irving Fisher (1867-1947). There was some efforts
considering converting the gold standard to a managed
monetary system prewar. The war itself killed the gold
standard altogether. Because this type of gold standard was
effectively a floating valued system, there was a huge
speculative rise in commodities moving into the war which did not peak until 1919. Hence,
the inflation rate had varied from country to country and any return to the world that
existed previous was foolhardy to say the least. Consequently, the world currencies were
actually free to float in 1929.
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Nevertheless, the consensus was to return to a specie payments system of the gold
standard. Politicians wanted to pretend they could return to the old world values as if
nothing had taken place. In Britain this doctrine was supported by the Cunliffe Report
of 1918, which formed the basis of British policy. However, the costs of returning to the
gold standard were not well understood by economists no less politicians.
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The capital had flowed to the USA
for safety during the war from
Europe. There was a huge rally in
the US share market during the war.
It then crashed when the war was
over, but then it turned around and
rallied again into 1919, making new
highs. US wholesale prices had
doubled between 1914 and again
rising into 1919, whereas British
wholesale prices had tripled due to
the decline in the pound and rise in
the dollar. Enough new gold had
been mined, which assisted the
rising prices in commodities given
the increase in the gold supply. Unlike today when gold is a commodity, when prices rise
under a gold standard, that means gold declines in value with inflation. However, the bulk
of this new gold was all in the United States, not Europe.
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Naturally, there are those who blamed the British deflation on the Federal Reserve for
failing to stabilize domestic commodity
prices at the 1920 levels artificially despite
supply and demand. They argue the Fed
raised rates aggressively to stop the
inflation more than doubling the rate
from 3% to 7%. They charge the Fed
interest rate policy for actively promoting
the collapse in commodity prices. Even
silver kept declining for 13 years,
bottoming out in 1932, demonstrating
that the Fed’s action at that time were
merely a response to the inflation. They
neither created the boom nor the bust.
Britain,
meanwhile,
was
deeply
committed to maintaining the pre-war
sterling-dollar exchange rate to keep up
the pretense that all was well. They won
the war but lost their world financial
status. This merely fueled the deflation in
Britain due to the overvalued currency.
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The superficial knowledge of monetary history serves only for slogans screamed from a
tower with a loud speaker. Their logic is far from rational. If someone eats a carrot and
died, gee - carrots must be dangerous. They childishly think money just has to be fixed
and all will be well eliminating the business cycle, which was also Marx’s goal. The amount
of inflation that struck Europe thanks to World War I was significant. We can see in
France, 100 francs was equal to nearly 1 ounce of gold. After the war, 100 francs was less
than one twentieth of an ounce reflecting a 500% inflation rate in France expressed in
real terms.
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This stands in contrast to Britain. Here we
find that the establishment attempted to
pretend nothing had happened. They
continued to issue gold coins only in
Australia during the WWI. London stopped
minting gold sovereigns in 1916 and did not
resume until 1957 under Elizabeth II.
However, Britain did return to the gold
standard, overvaluing the pound and
creating massive deflation. The gold
sovereign of Elizabeth contained .2354 of
actual gold with the gross weight remaining
7.98 grams and was minted until 1968 when
Bretton Woods began to collapse.
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Policymakers then, as now, see that everything
should center on maintaining confidence in the
bond market so the government may borrow. They
fail to grasp that the other side of the coin means
deflation within the economy to support the bond
prices for lenders. This view maintained the
deflation which hobbled British industry which
resulted in high unemployment of 10%+, which
prevailed until the start of World War II.
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Despite the criticism of the Fed, we see the massive
increase in British debt had also sparked a sharp rise in their interest rates peaking also
in 1920. The wave of British deflation had ended in
1923 as the British wholesale prices fell from a peak
in 1920 of 324 (1913=100) to 160. Weekly wage
rates of course also fell from 252 to 180 as
unemployment soared from 3% to 22% by 1921.
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British inflation basis the CPI (1980=100) had
risen from about 4.25% prewar to almost 11% going
into 1920. Much of this was caused by the
movement in the British pound. We can see the
pound
rallied
to over $5 in 1914 just before the war began.
That reflected European capital first moving to
Britain. As it became clear that the war would
involve Britain, the capital flow shifted out of
Britain on the next boat to the USA. The pound
went into a free-fall starting in 1919 collapsing
to $3.50 into 1920. This contributed to the rise
in domestic inflation in Britain.
Nonetheless, the British share market rallied
into 1928, and this boom of the Roaring ‘20s
helped to bring down British unemployment to
11% from 22%. The sterling-dollar rate, having
sunk to $3.50 in 1920, had improved moving
back to $4.50 by early 1923.
It was in the light of these events that John
Maynard Keynes (1883 - 1946) turned
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significantly against the policy of returning to the gold standard. Keynes argued that any
relief of unemployment required a rise in the British price level by 15% or more and that
a rise in the value of the pound would be deflationary. In 1922, Keynes also advocated a
reduction of German reparations with A Revision of the Treaty. He forcefully attacked
the entire postwar deflation policies with A Tract on Monetary Reform in 1923
arguing that countries should target stability of domestic prices and avoid deflation
allowing their currencies to depreciate. Britain was clearly suffering from high
unemployment and high debt, which prevailed through most of the 1920s festering
deflation. Keynes argued that only the depreciation of the pound sterling would create
jobs by making British exports more affordable. In July 1923, the rise in Bank Rate from
3% to 4% to support sterling furthering the deflation.
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It was 1924, when Keynes advocated that government could create jobs by spending on
public works. This was actually an idea sparked by Jacob S. Coxley (1854-1952) who led
an army of unemployed workers upon Washington, demanding government create jobs.
Nevertheless, Keynes' view of creating inflation to end deflation was ignored by
economists and politicians who advocated a strong currency to support bondholders.
Keynes advocated that there was no actual net benefit to participate in the gold standard,
which only supported international considerations against domestic, namely trade and
debt. Domestic policy autonomy was Keynes’ position which was viewed as heresy at the
time.
The British Treasury and the Bank of England were in
favor of the gold standard believing that they needed
to support bondholders and that entailed a strong
currency. In 1925, Chancellor of the Exchequer
Winston Churchill re-established the gold standard on
the recommendation of the Chamberlain-Bradbury
Committee. There was no consideration of a
possibility of devaluation and the decision was
exclusively banker ignoring the industrialists.
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Britain returned to the gold standard in 1925 creating a wave of massive deflation. The
wave depressed British industry, but the stock market rose into 1928. Keynes responded
by then writing The Economic Consequences of Mr. Churchill arguing against the
gold standard. Britain finally yielded to the deflation only when the sovereign debt crisis
erupted in 1931. Britain suspended the gold standard and called a moratorium on its debt
payable in gold. This had the impact of sending the US dollar to record highs in 1931.
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There is little doubt that while Churchill received all the blame for the return to the gold
standard, the real culprit was the Governor of the Bank of England, Montagu Norman
(1871 – 1950). Norman's calculations were used to set the value of
the pound. He purported to figure out the method of determining
the purchasing power parities by simply adding together figures
implied by six authorities and divide them by six. This was the fate
of Britain. Churchill gets the blame, but he understood very little
about finance. The mastermind was really Norman. They simply
ignored the argument that a strong currency resulted in
overpriced exports and thus declining trade and deflation.
Morgan only saw the banker’s perspective along with
bondholders. There was a complete absence of any consideration
that a strong currency also meant a massively real appreciation of
70

debt. This is exactly the same consequence suffered today
by Southern Europe in the wake of a strong Euro. This
policy strip-mined the Britain economy as it is currently
doing to Southern Europe all so bankers and bondholders
reap the benefits at the expense of the nation.
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We can see how the US
stock market responded. At
first, there was a correction
based upon the old world
view of a strong currency to
support
bondholders.
However, after that initial
correction,
the
stock
market
rallied,
demonstrating that assets
do in fact rise based upon a
currency devaluation to
maintain
the
same
equivalent value in general.
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The British experience under the gold standard in the
subsequent years remains a model to this day of how not to
run an economy. George Warren (1874-1938) argued to
Franklin Roosevelt that British deflation ended when it
abandoned the gold standard in 1931. Warren showed FDR
that if the dollar would abandon gold, the US economy
would rebound. A compromise was struck. Roosevelt
agreed to devalue the dollar to help trade, but confiscated gold from the public to fund his
social welfare state. He retained the gold standard only for international purposes. This
helped to ignite inflation and the dollar peaked at its historical highs due to this policy.
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The Bretton Woods System
thus adopted this hybrid
idea of a gold standard.
This time, the value of gold remained fixed rather than floating as was the case before
WWI. The failure to fix the quantity of money doomed this scheme for you cannot fix the
value of a standard and then allow the quantity of money to expand freely. Bretton Woods
tried to combine the advantages of fixed exchange rates with national autonomy in the
conduct of economic policy. This proved to be an utter failure.
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It has been the this extraordinary effort to create fixed exchange rates against domestic
economies that cannot be fixed. This misguided issue of keeping a currency strong to
support bondholders against the domestic economy illustrates the core problem of
governments borrowing money. There is certainly no plan to ever pay anything back.
Unable to repay in gold, governments simply defaulted in 1931.
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The British debt soared post-WWI. The total amount of government debt sent the annual
interest payments to retain that debt exploding to nearly 10%. This was massively
deflationary to say the least. However, the fall of Britain from the perch of being the
Financial Capitol of the World passing that distinction to the United States can clearly be
see by looking at govern revenue. The government raised taxes dramatically and
embarked upon a wild course of Marxism. The began nationalizing everything and
revenue rose from 11% of
GDP prewar to 33% at the
same time there was
massive price inflation.
These trends combined in a
lethal manner to truly
destroy
the
British
economy. This continued to
move high and peaked at
about 43% resulting in a
swing in politics electing
Margaret Thatcher who
began to privatize the
economy.
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Obviously, Europe has flirted with the concession that currency
should someone be fixed. Yet currency has historically always
depreciated in purchasing power. Jean Baptiste Say was a French
economist who originally intended to pursue a business career.
However, reading Smith’s Wealth of Nations inspired him to take up
political economy. He taught at the Conservatoire des Arts et
Meitiers, and the College de France. His most important works are
Traite’ d’economique politique (1803) and Courts complet
d’economie politique practique. Famous for ‘Say’s Law’ which states
that supply creates its own demand. This concept was heavily criticized by Keynes.
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Nevertheless, Say also took the position that a rational businessman will never hoard
money because of inflation and he will promptly spend any money he gets “for the
value of money is also perishable.”(id/138–9). Keep in mind that the global
economy was just starting. Say’s work was first published in 1803 and its first American
edition was not until 1821. All governments eventually debase their coinage. Indeed, the
Roman Empire generally funded itself with 80-% taxes and 20% of expenditure was made
up by the coining of new money. Hoarding is never long-term, but it takes place when
there is uncertainty about the future. If the people lose confidence in their government,
then they ignore it. This tends to induce periods of hyperinflation because government
cannot even borrow. They are
reduced to simply creating more
money to meet expenses.
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Perhaps the best example of
Say’s statement is that of Japan
and its unique experience with
abuse of government creating
currency. Each new emperor
devalued all coinage of the
previous by 10 fold. He
essentially wiped out all the
savings. People quickly learned
they could not hoard coins. They
began to use the coinage of
China, which was at a premium
to Japan. Eventually, the people
simply refused to accept
Japanese coins. Rics became the
monetary instrument. The
Japanese government lost the
ability to issue coinage. Thus, there were no Japanese coins issued for about 600 years.
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Chronology Fixed Exchange Rate Attempts
Timeline of the fixed exchange rate system:

1865 Latin Monetary Union Classic Gold Standard
1873 Germany Abandons Silver Coinage
World War I Abandonment of Gold Standard

April 1925

United Kingdom returns to gold standard

September 1931

United Kingdom abandons gold standard
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1809 Napoleon Gold Standard

1934 Roosevelt Confiscates Gold Creates Two-Tier Monetary System
Bretton Woods conference

March 1947

International Monetary Fund comes into being

O

July 1944

N

October 13, 1960 Nixon Kennedy Debate Creates First Gold Panic under Bretton Woods

L

November 1, 1961 United States and seven European countries that agreed London Gold Pool
and to defend the fixed exchange rate system of Bretton Woods
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March 1968 France decided to withdraw from the London Gold Pool & it collapses. Free market
in gold begins to trade in London.
August 15, 1971

Nixon closes Gold Window – Bretton Woods system collapses

December 17/18, 1971 Smithsonian Agreement devalues dollar by 8% and the US pledged to peg
the dollar at $38 oz up from $35. Ten nations agree to fix their currencies to the US$.
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March 1972 European snake with 2.25% band of fluctuation pegging all EEC currencies
against one another.
March 1973

The snake tunnel collapsed in 1973 when the US dollar floated freely.

April 1978
Jamaica Accords take effect which was an international agreement ending the
Bretton Woods System by allowing the managed float of the price of gold & U.S. dollar
and allowed for the creation of Special Drawing Rights.
March 13, 1979 European Monetary System (EMS) arrangement when (EEC) linked their
currencies to prevent large fluctuations relative to one another.
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September 22, 1985

Plaza accord forms G5 to manipulate the dollar lower by 40%

N

January 1989 Mexico adopts crawling peg to the U.S. dollar
September 8, 1992 Finland forced to abandon fixed rate system
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September 8, 1992 Sweden raises interest rates to 500% to defeat attack on its currency
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September 11, 1992 Italy devalues the lira by 7% to stay in the ERM
September 16, 1992

Black Wednesday United Kingdom and Italy abandon ERM

September 1992 Portugal and Spain forced to devalue within the ERM
November 19, 1992. Sweden capitulates begins to float its currency

SE

December 10, 1992 Norway floats its currency drop interest rates from 16% to 11%
December 1992 Mexico adopts moving target for peso
Early 1993 Ireland, Portugal & Spain devalue to try to remain in ERM. France and Denmark
withstand the attacks on their currencies.
August 1993

European Monetary System allows ±15% fluctuation in exchange rates

December 30, 1994 Mexico forced to float the peso
February 14, 1997 Thai currency drops 5% against the U.S. dollar
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July 2, 1997 Thai baht allowed to float after losing $5 billion of its reserves
1997 Asian Currency Crisis unfold once Thailand breaks. Contagion spreads to Philippines,
Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, Hong Kong, and Taiwan
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1997 IMF claims there is $7.2 trillion in speculative capital amount to 20% of world GDP able to
attack countries

Note: Latin American currency crisis of the early 1980s, the Mexican currency crisis of 1994,
European ERM currency crisis of 1992, and the Southeast Asia currency crisis of 1997 are
blamed on speculation rather than government mismanagement.
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Since March 1973, the floating exchange rate has been followed and formally recognized by the
Jamaica accord of 1978. Countries still need international reserves in order to intervene in
foreign exchange markets to balance short-run fluctuations in exchange rates.
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The Case for Flexible Exchange Rates
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by Milton Friedman, published in
Friedman's Essays in Positive
Economics, University of Chicago
Press, 1953.
From page 165:
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If internal prices were as flexible as exchange rates, it would make little economic difference
whether adjustments were brought about by changes in exchange rates or equivalent changes in
internal prices. But this condition is clearly not fulfilled. The exchange rate is potentially flexible
in the absence of administrative action to freeze it. At least in the modern world, internal prices
are highly inflexible. They are more flexible upward that downward, but even on the upswing all
prices are not equally flexible. The inflexibility of prices, or different degrees of flexibility, means
a distortion of adjustments in response to changes in external conditions. The adjustment taes
the form primarily of price changes in some sectors, primarily of output changes in others.
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Wage rates tend to be among the less flexible prices. In consequence, an incipient deficit that is
countered by a policy of permitting or forcing prices to decline is likely to produce
unemployment rather than, or in addition to, wage decreases. The consequent decline in real
income reduces domestic demand for foreign goods and thus demand for foreign currency with
which to purchase these goods. In this way it offsets the incipient deficit. But this is clearly a
highly efficient method of adjusting to external changes. If the external changes are deep-seated
and persistent, the unemployment produces steady downward pressure on prices and wages,
and the adjustment will not have been completed until the deflation has run its sorry course.

From page 173:
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The argument for a flexible exchange rate is, strange to say, very nearly identical with the
argument for daylight savings time. Isn't it absurd to change the clock in summer when exactly
the same result could be achieved by having each individual change his habits? All that is
required is that everyone decide to come to his office an hour earlier, have lunch an hour earlier,
etc. But obviously it is much simpler to change the clock that guides all than to have each
individual separately change his pattern of reaction to the clock, even though all want to do so.
The situation is exactly the same in the exchange market. It is far simpler to allow one price to
change, namely, the price of foreign exchange, than to rely upon changes in the multitude of
prices that together constitute the internal price structure.
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The British Pound “Sterling”
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he British pound after almost 1300 years is still called “sterling” referring to its
origin being one pound of coin silver .925 known as sterling silver. The first silver
penny to be issued in England was that of the King of Mercia, Offa (757-796 AD)
who also issued coins depicting his wife Cynethryth in Roman tradition. His new
monetary innovation was in part a restoration of the old Roman denarius that had
effectively been wiped out by debasement during the 3rd century AD following a similar
trend in France in 755 AD known as the denier. These silver pennies appeared around 782
AD and were known as "sterlings" (silver pennies), which quickly became the main
currency in Anglo-Saxon kingdoms. It is possible that they may have appeared as early as
775 AD. Nonetheless, the weight of these silver pennies was such that 240 of them
equaled one English pound, which was a tremendous fortune during the 8th century. A
century and a half later, it was Athelstan, the first King of England as a whole, who
founded a series of mints across his newborn unified nation that established the minting
of coinage in England under the Statute of Greatley in 928 AD instituting “sterling” as the
national currency of the land. The term "sterling" was really slang for the first mention of
the term "sterilensis" does not appear until 1078. The term was formally adopted by
William the Conqueror, who introduced the “shilling” where 20 of these now equaled one
pound of coin silver (.925). The term “sterling” thus became commonplace by the 13th
century.
Its origins of the term “sterling” are lost to time. Stars and starlings both symbols
appeared on the minted silver pennies, but no one knows if either gave their names to the
currency “sterling”. The “easterlings” were early medieval merchants and
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moneychangers that came from the continent
(east) and are another possible source of the name
“sterling.” Either way, the name stuck, linked to
the meaning of "ster" in old German - strong,
pure, stable, reliable, or excellent. English silver
was held in esteem until the 16th century
debasements. Nonetheless, the term “sterling”
still remains with us today albeit no longer linked
to silver or its origin whatsoever.
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The English pound began as 240 silver pennies of
about 1.3 grams approximately 782 AD following
the introduction of the silver Denier in France
during 755 AD by Pepin (751-768), which was the
restoration of the ancient Roman denarius. In
England, this new silver denomination replaced
the Anglo-Saxon silver sceat, which generally
weighed 0.9-1.1 grams. It was under Offa, the king
of Mercia, that the silver penny was introduced at
about 1.3 grams on average complying with the French issues. No doubt, this was most
likely influenced by trade for a sceat would be discounted due to its slightly reduced
weight. By the time we reach Alfred the Great (871-899 AD), these sterling pennies weigh,
on average, 1.5 grams. Under Eadwig (955-959 AD) the decline in weight of the penny
unfolded with average specimens falling back to 1.25-1.4 grams.

It is during the late Anglo-Saxon period of Edward the Martyr (897 AD) that we begin to
see the penny fall to 1.06 grams on average. Under Edward the Confessor (1042-1066),
the silver penny fell below one gram initially with an average weight of .9 grams and then
drastically fell due to war dropping to .74 grams. With the French invasion, William I the
Conqueror (1066-1087), the silver penny is restored to that of Offa’s period - 1.3 grams.
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Nothing lasts forever, and indeed, this is why there is no practical gold standard even
remotely possible. People confuse the idea that gold is a recognized valuable medium of
exchange with the idea that somehow gold is money that can be of a fixed value. There
has always been an oscillating trend in the purchasing power of money regardless of what
it might be. Karl Marx tried creating a flat line of value with Communism that attempted
to eliminate this oscillation throughout
history. He cost millions of lives and
accomplished nothing lasting for the
oscillation
swings
also
eliminated
Communism.
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At Christmas in 1124, a disgusted Henry I
(1100-1135) summoned all those in charge of
the mints (moneyers). They were called to account for the activities and he had 94 mint
workers castrated for producing debased coins
and pocketing the difference. Henry I was
dealing with a monetary crisis in sterling value
reflected in the chart above where even the
weight collapsed from about 1.7 grams to just
under 1.2 grams. This was a bloody public display
amounting to an attempt to restore confidence in
sterling pennies. However, during the civil war
that followed his death, his daughter waging war
to seek the throne issued coins at .84 grams. Once again, political uncertainty caused
massive hoarding of the old coinage.
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This entire period is rich in its effects upon society
long-term. This is when we find the famous
"Danse Macabre" (Death Dance) as a result of the
Black Death. It was seen as the great equalizer that
was both impartial and inevitable. It became a
period obsessed with death due to the nearly 50%
mortality rate. This was merely enhanced by the
Hundred Year's War (1337-1453) between
England and France. This theme became popular
in art that appeared in paintings, drawings, and
cloisters of many monasteries. Thus, it was a
series in which the whole hierarchy of church and
state formed this stately dance where the living is
escorted by skeletons who surprise them in the
middle of their lives to escort them to the afterlife.
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This became a fantastic terror that strikes at the very
heart of men. This was the impact of the Black Death.
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Economically, this drastic reduction in the work force
instigated by the Black Death gave birth to
independent labor and wages and the beginning of the
end of serfdom and the Dark Ages. Land went
uncultivated and landlords were now forced to pay
wages to attract labor. This also had the effect of
increasing the money supply relative to the population
since the population was cut virtually in half. We have
the same amount of coin available for half the
population. This meant that the average person was
indeed wealthier on an aggregate basis that caused
inflation in itself. Yet the uncertainty of the period
concerning death had the effect of also causing people
to also hoard their wealth, especially in the face new
rising of taxes. Therefore, we have the first peasant uprising over taxation in France
during 1358. This is followed by a similar uprising against taxation in England led by Wat
Tyler in 1381 that was a bloody affair.
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The wars and uncertainty of the period caused the VELOCITY of money to drop and
there begins to emerge a shortage of gold, for lack of circulation. In Paris in 1409, the
foreign exchange brokers (moneychangers) rose up in protest that there was no gold
available at any price. The civil war between 1411 and 1435, only further drove gold
underground as it vanished from circulation. The French Crown issued an edict
forbidding the manufacture of gold and silver objects to prevent the melting down of
coinage to fashion into artifacts. They even tried to force gold out from hiding whereby at
the port of Bruges, it was decreed in 1401 that all merchants had to settle accounts in gold.
This was abandoned about 8 months later because it was impossible to comply with and
merchants ignored it. The English output of coinage dropped by about 60% between 1476
and 1485, while the mints in the Flanders (Belgium) were even closed between 1402 and
1410.
Gold disappeared from circulation rapidly. This caused the economy to fall into barter
once again. Just as cigarettes became money during World War II and in American
prisons, the spice that was so valuable was pepper. Indeed, pepper became worth more
than gold by weight and thus as bankers often emerged from merchants, this gave rise to
bankers in Germany being called "peppermen." Thus, this period is often called the
Great-Depression for money disappeared and commodities generally declined against the
scarcity of gold. Wheat collapsed in price by about 50% between 1360 and 1500 because
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(1) there was a drastic reduction in the population reducing demand, and (2) the scarcity
of precious metal rose in price due to its being hoarded.
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Therefore, before we come to the Great Debasements of the 16th century, this is the
backdrop that must be understood. The price of gold rose consistently from 1350 when it
was about 23 shillings an ounce to 40 shillings by 1500. Therefore, this entire period is
extremely interesting because of the first sovereign debt defaults of the 1340s, the Black
Death that reduced the population on average by about 50%, which in turn lead to a
decline in the primary domestic product of agriculture being grain (wheat/barley/rye)
combined with the hoarding of gold causing the collapse in a circulating money supply.
Talk about an economic perfect storm!
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The first real regular gold coinage of England was that of Edward III (1327-1377). The first
issue of 1344 was based upon the gold florin of Florence where 6 shillings weighed 108
grains. This issue was replaced within a few months in 1344 by the noble with a weight of
138.46 grains valued at 6 shillings 8 pence, which was the equivalent of 80 pence, half a
Mark or one third of an English pound. The third issue of gold coins in 1346 saw the noble
reduced to 128.59 grains. The fourth coinage in 1351 once again saw the noble reduced in
weight to 120 grains. The silver coinage during Edward’s early years was issued in very
small quantities. The debasement was clearly underway for by 1335 the halfpence and
farthings, once produced at the sterling silver standard .925, fell to nearly 50%.
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In 1489, Henry VII (1485–1509) made radical changes to coinage of England. The British
pound sterling had never been an actual denomination of coinage just as the mark had
been a unit of account on the continent. The pound was likewise merely an English unit
of account for centuries prior with no coin being equal to one pound of silver. Now thanks
to inflation we find the first one-pound coin ever issued in England known as the
“sovereign” with a weight of 240 grains of gold or 15.5517 grams. Thus, a grain of gold is
effectively one original silver penny at 1.3
grams when 240 pennies equaled one
pound and now 240 grains of gold equaled
one pound. This made the silver/gold ratio
at that time about 20:1. Another
innovation of Henry VII at this time was
the introduction of the silver shilling
known as the testoon. Thus, the pound and
the shilling as actual denominations rather
than units of account began in 1489.
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Of course we have the Great Debasement of English coinage during the reign of Henry
VIII (1509-1547). The fluctuations in the value of gold and silver between England and
the continent played havoc upon the finances of
Henry VIII. In 1526, the outflow of gold from
England to France became critical. Gold as revalued
upwards by 10% and the sovereign was raided from
20 shillings to 22 shillings. The gold coinage in
England had always been minted at 23 carats.
However, Henry VIII also lowered the fineness,
debasing the gold for the first time reducing it to 22
carats. The sovereign was revalued at this time to 22
shilling, 6 pence.
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Wholesale debasement of the silver coinage began in 1544, and the right to mint coinage
held by the Bishops at Canterbury, York and Durham were not renewed. The debasement
of the gold was 23 carats in 1544, 22 carats in
1545, and a sharp drop to 20 carats by 1546. The
silver coinage debasement during this period was
about 50%. Henry was effectively debasing the
coins so that they would be largely copper with a
silver plating. This earned him the nickname “Old
Coppernose.”
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Henry VIII was succeeded by his son Edward VI (15471549) who continued to debased coinage standard of his
father. However, this debasement was causing massive
economic problems and civil unrest. The VELCOITY of
money was declining as the old coinage was now hoarded
giving rise to Sir Thomas Gresham’s Law – bad money
(debased) drives out good (undebased). As hoarding
soared, so did inflation as expressed in terms of the
debased coinage. Debasement actually caused the money
supply to shrink for all the old coinage was withdrawn
from circulation. Finally, in 1549, the silver content was
virtually doubled. Strangely enough, the higher silver content resulted in lighter weight
coinage, which was still regarded as unacceptable. This resulted in a 25% reduction in
silver content to increase the weight and “feel” of the coins. However, the shortage of cash
led to further debasement and the silver dropped by 50% to its lowest level in 1551. This
led to a whole new series of coins, the crown, half-crown, 6d and 3d all back at the full
sterling standard. Mary (1553-1554) restored the silver coinage to full sterling standard
and struck all her gold at 23 carats.
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Elizabeth (1558-1603) recalled the debased coinage and countermarked it devaluing them
in 1559. She minted silver at .916 and reduced the fineness and weight in 1601 by 1/32nd.
She hung the moneyer Eloye Mestrelle in 1578 for counterfeiting. The Sovereign was now
valued at 30 shillings, 1.5 pounds.
Sterlings retained their importance throughout the middle ages. The Tower of London
was the store for spare money. These silver pennies were the only coins right through until
the 13th century and silver was the currency standard until 1717 when Britain adopted the
gold standard as the basis for the pound.
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The Birth of the Bank of England
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he birth of the Bank of England was a milestone in the journey of the British
pound emerging as a world reserve currency until World War I which was one
cycle of 224 Years (26 x 8.6). It was in 1694 when
King William III established the Bank of England to
fund his fight with France. By no means was banking a
new idea. William III was Dutch so he knew the concept
of a bank since the first government sponsored back was
the Wisselbank founded in 1609 in Amsterdam. Even
the idea of a banknote had long existed. From a
government perspective, the first true banknotes for
circulation appeared in Sweden, and these were actually
used by the government to support financing its wars
with Germany. In 1661, the government established a 30-year monopoly for its Stockholm
Banco to issue these banknotes known as "letters of credit" that
were to be payable in Swedish copper plate money that was
extremely heavy and were not practical for actual circulation.
London merchants had long wanted a bank to compete with the
Wisselbank of Amsterdam which funded the Dutch East India
Company. The Scotsman, Sir William Paterson (1658-1719), was a
London Merchant who was a member of the Merchant Taylors'
Company since 1686. Paterson pushed for an English bank, but he
certainly did not envision creating a central bank for the government's pleasure.
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Paterson led the move by the Merchants to
create the Bank of England. He obtained
a Royal Charter by an Act of Parliament
in 1694. However, a conflict immediately
emerged and it became clear that the
government sought to utilize the bank to
now raise funds as did Sweden to fund a war
with the Low Countries (Netherlands).
Banks also facilitated commerce. How? It
was not by lending money. It was by
certifying the money was of good quality.
Banks were convenient because otherwise moneychangers were necessary to certify the
coins were proper each time they changed hands. The money supply was plagued with
counterfeits and clipped coins no less debased coinage. Bank notes became the practical
means to conduct business for one need not certify the
coins each time. Checks became popular as well for it
eliminated having to test each and every coin.
Consequently, the Bank of England was emerging as an
important innovation in economic development. Sterling
banknotes were originally handwritten, although the notes
were partially printed from 1725. Cashers still had to sign
and make the notes out to someone. The Bank began to
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print the notes in 1855. Checks
transferring money from one person
to another were handwritten.
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However, by 1695 the first fraud
took
place.
The
authorities
prosecuted Daniel Perrismore for
forging sixty £100 notes. This
incident caused the Bank of England
to introduce a watermark in the
paper to prevent such fraud. This
was further enhanced by making
counterfeiting subjected to the
death penalty as a felony resulting in the confiscation of all your wealth throwing your
family out of the street as well. Pictured here, is a protest imitation note. The law was
being prosecuted on the mere possession of a forged note. The complaint here noted was
that these one pound notes were easily forged and innocent people who were duped were
being hanged with no proof that they created the forgery – merely that they possessed
one. This was creating an incentive not to even accept the notes in transactions.
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It was the Irish playwright Richard
Brinselyn Sheriden angrily described the
Bank of England as "an elderly lady in
the city". The name stuck. The Bank of
England became known as the Old Lady
of Threadneedle Street, nicknamed by
the cartoonist James Gillray.
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In 1708, the Bank of England received a
generous
gift
from
the
British
government. During a war with Louis XIV,
Parliament restricted associations and
banks of more than six individuals from
engaging in banking business in England. This act essentially granted the Bank a
monopoly over the issuing of bank notes; its only competitors afterward were small
country banks of fewer than seven partners. Creditors were thus limited to storing their
money at these small banks or with the Bank of England. The Bank regarded this
monopoly over paper currency as essential to profitability, making concessions to the
government as a way to protect and expand its control. The government, thus, had no
problem with continuing to enforce the monopoly, because the Bank was a central figure
in financing foreign wars.
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In return for government support, the Bank
continued to show its loyalty. In 1742, just
before the Bank was due for rechartering, the
Bank, not by coincidence, provided the
government with an interest-free loan. The
government expressed its gratitude by
confirming its monopoly power, which
reinforced the privilege of issuing bank notes,
and extended its charter until 1764.
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The Bank provided stability, but the pound still suffered from market ups and downs. The
first £10 note was printed in 1759, when the Seven Years War caused severe gold
shortages. In 1764, when it came time to extend the charter again, the Bank presented the
government with a £110,000 gift on top of a cheap subsidized loan. The government
gladly received another subsidized loan in 1781 in return for another extension of the
Bank’s charter until 1812. The government, as it was seen, needed the Bank’s financing as
much as the Bank needed the government’s power of rechartering, special privileges, and
authorization of the monopoly over issuing bank notes. Inflation fears of war with France
led to the first £5 note in 1793.
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The Bank Restriction Act of 1797 Legislation in the United Kingdom restricted the ability
of the Bank of England from exchanging sterling notes for gold. At the time, the Bank of
England was obligated to exchange the one-pound sterling for one pound of gold on
demand. However, the Napoleonic wars necessitated Parliament to order the printing of
money to finance military operations. By 1814, 28.4 million pound notes were printed,
but the Bank of England only held 2.2 million pounds in gold. This resulted in 30%
depreciation for the sterling notes.
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British involvement in the Napoleonic Wars followed the typical economic model –
war results is inflation/depreciation in the purchasing power of the currency. By
manipulating the currency and controlling the supply of money through the policies of
William Pitt the Younger during the Napoleonic Wars, Parliament was able to satisfy
its military ambitions with the aid of the Bank of England. The Suspension of Payments
Act in 1797, played a critical role in wartime financial policy. Suspending payments of
specie enabled the British government to fund its engagements abroad by inflating the
currency and expanding the public debt, which was ultimately paid by acquiring funds
through taxation. There was a series of runs on the bank in 1797, ushering in a period of
fiscal restriction, which lasted until 1821. This is also when we find the extensive issue of
bronze coinage under George III when Britain abandons the gold standard.
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George III stopped minting gold coinage in 1799. He did not resume until 1813. Finally,
in 1816, there was a major departure in the British monetary system. The gold coinage
production was moved to Tower Hill and the fineness was reduced to 22 carats (.916). The
silver coinage of Britain fell well below its intrinsic value. Thus, coinage was taking on a
fiat status whereby there was
precious metal involved, but its
value as official coinage was
substantially higher than its
metals content. Thus, the coinage
became a form of “token” coinage
rather than any precious metal
coinage per se.
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Surrendering British Independence
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ith all the hoopla about the British leaving the EU, the establishment, including
Obama and Christine Lagarde of the IMF, have all weighed in predicting a dire
future for Britain should they leave the EU. One must conclude that their dark
images of the future have more to do with the collapse of the EU than with Britain.
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Britain existed long before it
joined the EU. In fact, Britain only
joined the EU in 1973, making the
2016 referendum right on time for
a vote 43 years later. So the
question becomes, will Britain
actually benefit staying inside the
EU? Everything from the ECB
negative interest rates policy, the
immigrant crisis, and losing the
court battle that allows Brussels
to outlaw short selling speaks
volumes as to why Britain’s fate
will be seriously tied to a sinking
ship. Strikingly, if we use the
government’s own figures, Britain
has not benefeited from, joining the EU. Its economic growth turned south and has
enetered a bearish trend making lower highs and deeper lows in annual economic growth.
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Obama went to London at the request of David Cameron
and the EU Parliament. Obama joined the scare tactics in
an attempt to frighten the British into giving up their
sovereignty to Brussels. Of course the United States
would never agree to such a pact with Mexico and
Canada. But do as I say, not as I do, remains Obama’s
favorite policy. Then Obama used the Transatlantic
Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) trade deal,
which the French want to block, and said this agreement
is why the Brits should stay in the EU because Obama
told them he wanted to deal with big blocks not small
countries. Cameron said see! All our “friends” say we
should stay in the EU. There is no way Obama would do
this without the request of Cameron who is betraying the
sovereignty of his own country.
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This entire affair bringing in Obama and Christine Lagarde and asking S&P Rating agency
to comment that the pound may lose “reserve status” as a currency (absurd) demonstrates
how the BREXIT vote is a serious issue for Europe as a whole and not for Britain other
than losing its independence as if it had lost the war afterall.

The TTIP was supposed to be completed back in 2014. There is little chance of an
agreement coming before 2019 (if at all) for if the global economy turns down into 2020,
the pressue for protectionism will rise as it always does. Nevertheless, Obama told the
British to get to the “back of the queue” on trade agreement negotiations if they leave
the EU. The reality is that Obama is lying to the British people at the instigation of
Cameron because the trade agreement with Europe has been a huge problem. The truth
is that Britain would be able to have a faster trade deal with the USA than the EU and
there is far greater free trade between the USA and Britain than there is with Europe.
Obama’s get to the “back of the queue” is a total fabrication of reality.
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Deeply hiden inside proposal lies the sinister proposals to protect the US bankers from
being sued in Europe. TTIP is bought and paid for by the banks and that is not an
exaggeration. Pick up the rug and you will always find the dirt. The USA has been fining
European banks for vast amounts of money. The New York banks, especially Goldman
Sachs, are shaking like a leaf at the thought that they could be
hauled into European courts to pay for the collapse of Greek debt
(for starters). The main stumbling block with TTIP is how, at the
request of the bankers, the agreement prohibits any foreign
country from suing New York banks anywhere outside of New
York City — where they own all the judges today just as the mafia
did during the Prohibition days.
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Back in 1999, ex-Goldman Sachs U.S. Treasury Secretary Robert
Rubin said that crafting a deal to allow China into the World
Trade Organization (WTO) was “eminently doable.” Yes, it was
Robert Rubin who orchestrated the repeal of Glass-Steagall, and
few people realize that he also opened the door so that Goldman
Sachs could sell derivative time bombs outside the USA. Rubin managed to stuff the
financial services portion into the World Trade Organization Agreement and placed the
world at Goldman Sachs’ doorstep.
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“This deal covers 95% of the global financial services market as measured in revenue.
With this deal, 102 WTO members now have market-opening commitments in the
financial services sector, including 70 improved offers in this round of negotiations. The
commitments before us now encompass $17.8 trillion in global securities assets; $38
trillion in global (domestic) bank lending; and $22.2 trillion in worldwide insurance
premiums. In insurance alone, US companies now have more than $200 billion in foreign
premiums.” (Statement by Secretary Rubin and Ambassador Barshefsky Regarding the
Successful Conclusion of the WTO Financial Services Negotiations 12/13/1997)
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TTIP is now all about protecting the New York banks from lawsuits because they blew up
the world and seriously damaged the global economy. This has no appreciable benefit for
Britain. Under Ronald Reagan, the annual GDP growth was 3.5%. Obama will pray for
1.5%. Trading volume in the S&P 500
and the velocity of money crashed and
burned after Rubin connived to repeal
Glass-Steagall and gave birth to
transactional banking. TTIP is by no
means a real trade deal. It is one-sided
and intended primarily to protect the
New York bankers.
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We can easily see that the world economy is in serious question. Ever since Clinton
repealed Glass-Steagall and allowed banks to change the very way everything functions
giving birth to TRANSACTIONAL BANKING where they package loans and resell
them ending the old traditional RELATIONSHIP BANKING, the economy has been
contracting sharply. As evidence with the serious decline in trading volume in the stock
market. TTIP is now about protecting the banks as a major priority adding one layer on
top of another to keep the ball in play.
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Clearly, Obama’s admonishment to the Brits at Cameron’s request is a raw scare tactic
because Europe itself is on the ropes. Britain leaving the EU would hurt Europe, not
Britain, and trade would not be altered for Britain but would benefit. Its fisherman would
regain their rights as their own territorial waters were stolen from them by the EU. British
truckers are prohibited from picking up anything on the continent for a return trip
whereas French truckers can pick up cargo in Britain with no problem. Britain has gotten
the short-straw on every possible trade deal with Europe. They oppossed 72 measures and
lost all 72.
Britain by no means is benefiting from being in the EU. Margaret Thatcher made Britain
more competitive but Europe is still moving in the direction of regulating everything,
which burdens and type of entreprenurship whatsoever.
As for protecting its own borders, the USA is up in arms against Mexico and they are not
terrorists; just hard workers. To call anyone opposing the refugee crisis as racist is absurd.
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Even the USA now has a problem with visas for Europeans given the security risk they
introduced after admitting economic migrants who claimed to be refugees.
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Make no mistake about it, the USA would NEVER surrender its sovereignty to the United
Nations or turn Congress into a second-rate gathering with little power. The majority of
laws in Europe come from Brussels and not even the elected Parliament, not local
government. What Obama just told the British people demonstrates that this is precisely
opposite of what Margaret Thatcher stood against — the political surrender of the British
to Brussels. What Hitler could not do with bombs, Cameron handed to Europe without a
thought.
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Why has Obama told the British to effectively get rid of the Royal Family? That is really
what Cameron has asked him to do. If Cameron does not realize handing sovereignty to
Brussels is the same as losing either World War I or World War II, then he is really too
much of a career politicians to look beyond his self-interest.
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Should there be no residual sovereignty remaining in Britain but ceremonial? Upon
election, the Prime Minister goes to the queen to ask permission to head Parliament. It is
the queen who opens Parliament. The queen’s speech sets out the government’s agenda
for the coming session. Handing power to Brussels nullifies the role of the queen. Why
has Cameron not asked the queen? Will the opening of Parliament no longer advise the
Queen, but preside over just afternoon tea?
Without Britain, there is no European Union left standing. Europe is absolutely doomed
for Draghi will not reverse his policies that are starting to lead to chaos within the EU,
and Germany realizes that Draghi’s policies are destroying pensions and the elderly. Why
does Cameron want to surrender Britain to something that does not function, is antidemocratic, and even Germany has problems with Draghi?
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The Refugee Crisis
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he Refugee Crisis unleashed by Merkel announcing Syrian refugees can come to
Germany with open-arms, is probably the final straw for Europe. She has created
a nightmare for millions of people are coming in from all over and are economic
migrants, not refugees fleeing a war zone. It is tearing the continent apart and the
politicians refuse to admit this was a huge mistake. About 80% of the “refugees” are not
even from Syria. The total lack of control and of proper screening has introduced
tremendous risks to Europe, which are filtering out to other nations. There is a serious
question that Europe could become a stepping-stone to the USA for terrorists. Yet there
is still another serious issue – political changes.
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Allowing millions of Muslims into Europe will change the demographics of Europe
remarkably. They will change the balance of political power. I was given the mandate from
Hong Kong to try to negotiate the purchase of an island from Australia. They said no way.
They kept the requirements high in capital to immigrate there. I met with Paul Keating,
former Prime Minister who was at the time the Treasuer. When I said I could pay off the
national debt, he responded that they were not “Labour” people. It was not racist. It was
political. Allowing the Chinese to migrate to Australia fleeing China the Labour Party
feared they would vote conservative and change the demographics of Australia. Nobody
in the EU seems to have been smart enough to even consider this aspect.
Instead, the latest proposal is to force member states to accept refugees. Brussels wants
to impose a fine of 250,000 euros per person who is refused to allow to settle in each EU
country. If ever there was an incentive to leave the EU, the politicians have just created
one. But the EU promoters call anyone who stands against the Muslims a “racist,” despite
the fact this is a religion and not a race. Calling them racists instantly puts them on the
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defensive and the majority of the people are too stupid to even figure out this diversion.
It is like asking, “so when is the last time you beat your wife?” Now the entire issue will
redener you defenseless for you must try to prove a negative. You can bring in your wife
and she will swear you
never beat her. That can be
countered by simply saying
of course she would say
that our of fear you will
beat her again. You are
guilty and cannot prove
your innocence. This is
precisely the means to go
after those in favor of
BREXIT by arguing they
are really all racists. How
do you prove you are not?
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If Britain exits the EU in June, there will be an uprising that emerges around Europe.
Most countries are now against the refugees and even in Germany, 2/3rd of Germans are
now against Merkel. There is no consideration to simply expel refugees upon arrival.
Germany has even introduced flirting courses to assist Muslims in getting German
girlfriends, as if this will stop the rapes.
The Dalai Lama is warning
that Germany cannot become
an Arab country. The Dalai
Lama apparently said that
“too many” refugees are
seeking asylum in Europe.
He said Germany must
remain Germany.

The pretend refugee crisis is
really a very critical economic
migration, bordering on an
invasion, which is not unlike
the Mongol invasion under Attila the Hun (reigned 434-453 AD) some five intervals
before of 309.6 years. This will not end nicely. There is zero consideration how this will
change the politics of Europe.
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Sharia Law
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he
introduction
of
Muslim
immigration poses a serious risk of
altering Europe entirely. The Rule
of Law is essential to the formation of
society. There must be a single body of law
or there can be no equal protection of the
law. Sharia law is the body of Islamic law
which means "way" or " path". This is the
legal framework within which the public
and some private aspects of life are
significantly regulated for those living
within a legal system based on Islam. If
the millions of refugees entering Europe
then multiply as did the migrants during the Roman Empire, not only will language
change, but customs, politics, and the rule of law.
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Sharia is a significant source of legislation in many Muslim countries such as Saudi
Arabia, Sudan, Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Brunei, United Arab Emirates, Qatar,
Yemen and Mauritania. Therefore, within these particular countries, sharia-prescribed
punishments are imposed which include beheading, flogging and stoning. There has been
considerable controversy over some Islamist groups living in Europe to introduce and
implement sharia law.
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Sharia law actually entered Europe after World War II. It was at that moment in time
when the European nations withdrew from their colonies as their empires crumbled.
Their former colonists brought to Europe as refugees and cheap labor from such Muslim
nations as Pakistan (UK), Turkey (Germany) and Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia (France).
Consequently, this influx of Muslims post WWII, introduced Sharia law to Europe, but it
was applied rather discretely within the small Muslim enclaves of Europe. However,
following two generations with a very high birth rate augmented by additional
immigration into Europe, those enclaves grew quite large to the point that Sharia law is
now beginning to challenge the Judeo-Christian foundations of their host European
nations.
Indeed, the most popular male name given to boys at birth in Britain for 2015 was
Mohammed. This demonstrates that indeed the Muslim enclaves have grown
considerably changing the face of Europe quietly. Sharia law is therefore spreading almost
unopposed in Europe. The former pro-Hitler nations are still suffering guilt over the
Jewish holocaust and consequently they have protected the rise of Sharia law. Sharia
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courts presided by Muslim "peace judges" now dot Germany, where even non-Muslim
German judges in German courts cite Sharia law and quote from the Quran to uphold
polygamy and husbands' right to beat wives when judging cases involving Muslims.
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France does enforce Sharia law in one
of its oversea territories, Mayotte.
Indeed, the French Civil Code
recognizes customary law as a
possible source of law and for some of
its oversea territories. The French
Republic actually has no religion. You
will recall that Napoleon crowned
himself not a Pope, and the French
Revolution backed its currency,
assignats, with property confiscated
from the Papacy. Napoleon even
imprisoned a Pope until he surrendered the Papal States in Italy. Securalism in France is
seen as a matter of political independence and not a state religion.
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Attempts to impose sharia law have been accompanied by controversy, violence, and even
warfare. Most countries do not recognize sharia law; however, some countries in Asia
such as Israel, Africa and Europe recognize parts of sharia and accept it as the law on
divorce, inheritance and other personal affairs of their Islamic population.
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In Britain, the Muslim Arbitration Tribunal makes use of sharia family law to settle
disputes, and this limited adoption of sharia is even controversial today dispite being
largely unknown.
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The rule of law is already substantially different between Britain and Europe. Britain in
its rejection of Catholicism adhered to what is known as the English Common Law. The
French legal system is based upon Cathoic Canon Law which is rooted in Roman Law. For
example, English Common Law places the state above all else. You have the right to
remain silent and your wife cannot be forced to testify against you, but under Canon Law
the family comes first so anyone in your family including a brother-in-law could not testify
against you.
The differences in law are monumental. Under Shira law, the wife inherits nothing, It goes
to her husband’s brother who then has the obligation to take care of her. That would be
in huge conflict with the English common law.
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It’s Just TIME – 309.6-Year Cycle
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have told the story of when I was having a
conversation with Margaret Thatcher and she
said John Major would lose the election long
before the polls were taken. Indeed, Margaret
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Thatcher instinctively understood cycles and how
everything rose and fell in cycles. Neither life nor
society was purely linear. She elaborated
explaining that the conservatives were in office too
long and the politics would change. Margaret then
simply said: “It’s just time.” Perhaps that is why
she agreed to speak at our conference. The ups and downs in life are the same fate within
the politics of the world as well as the rise and fall of empires, nations, and city-states.
Indeed, this is the very essence of life. Nothing lasts forever. No nation or empire has
survived the cycle of time and circumstance. Absolutely everything collapses crumbling
to dust upon the floor. Measuring these trends of rising and falling periods within society
has been fascinating. Nevertheless, without exception, every society before its collapse
assumed this time would be different. Some mystical way they were endowed by God to
beat the cycle of time and circumstance. Despite these aspirations, there are no
exceptions. The broad 309.6 business cycle applies to Britain as it does to everyone else.
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The cyclical aspect that dominates all empires, nations, and city-states, remains
consistent through the ages. No one has beaten the odds to this day. Hence, one of the
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great questions of Western history, if not the greatest political question of all time, which
has been debated for centuries is none other than "Why did Rome fall?" There have been
many attempts to answer this most perplexing of history's puzzles. Unfortunately, all have
tended to attempt to reduce the solution to a single cause and effect; as always, and
misconstrue the cause and effects perpetually. All such attempts miss the point because
they cannot comprehend the complex nature of the rise and fall of all governments be
they empires, nations, or city-states.
Did Rome fall because of the barbarian invasions in which the Roman Empire ultimately
drowned? Or was it an internal economic decline that inherently weakened the structure
of society from within enabling the barbarians to invade? Attempting to argue
fundamental reasons never produces a definitive explanation accepted by everyone.
Instead, we must look not at the fundamental explanations rather than arguing which one
was more forceful. Rather, all we need do is look at the economic trend and follow the
money. There are never any changes within society until the economy force those changes.
If we then measure the trends during the rise and fall of all empires, nations, and city102
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states, we can determine if there is a common life expectancy of political states just as
there is for human beings. Indeed, perhaps everything rises and falls because the very
ideas between generations change. In business, there is the Rule of Three
Generations. The first generation starts a business, the second generation runs it, and
the third generation ruins it. Perhaps this is indeed applied to political states and
governments as well.
In Roman history, we have Augustus (27 BC-14 AD) who came to a Rome that was made
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of brick and left it adorned in marble. He was followed by Tiberius (14-37 AD) who ran
Rome frugally, only to be followed by Caligula (37-41 AD) who ruined Rome and even
made his horse a senator.

The Rule of Three Generations also manifests in the 224 year cycle of political change.
The USA in this respect peaked in 1999, which was 224 years from 1775. This tend to be
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rather significant since the birth of the
United States is achieved only by
revolution from Britain. As we will
see, this targets the very same year
1999 in Britain based upon its 309.6
year cycle.
Britain also lines up on the 224-Year
Political cycle with the major target
year of 2044. This ties into the
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Sovereign Debt Default of 1931 on the
half-cycle and then the full 224 year
target is 1819/1820. The Napoleonic
Wars (1803–1815) actually produced the biggest debt crisis in Britain. Following the end
of the war, an economic downturn resulted in major civil unrest. The Peterloo Massacre
occurred in Manchester, England, on August 16, 1819, when cavalry charged into a crowd
of 60,000–80,000 who had gathered to demand the reform of parliamentary
representation killing at least 15 people and wounding perhaps 700 others. It also led
directly to the foundation of The Manchester Guardian newspaper which is today’s
The Guardian which published the evidence of Snowden. Then there was the Cato Street
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Conspiracy (1820), which was an attempt to kill all the members of the government
cabinet. This was followed by the Radical War (1820) in Scotland, also demanding major
political reform.
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Looking at the 309.6 Year Major
Business Cycle, the United Kingdom was
born in 1707 under the Treaty of Union
signed by Queen Ann (1702-1714) of the
House of Stuart. The United Kingdom
was born on May 1, 1707 (1707.331).
Applying our timing models of 309.6
years from that date, interestingly,
brings us to 2016.931 or December
5th/6th, 2016. This introduces some
serious implications.
Cameron is playing with fire. If the
BREXIT vote is rigged to keep Britain in
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the EU, we may see this lead to the break-up of the United Kingdom. This, combined with
the war cycle, warns of rising civil unrest in Britain if BREXIT is defeated.
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If we look at the Glorious
Revolution and the signing of the
English Bill of Rights on December
16th, 1689, adding 309.6 years
brings us to December 22nd, 1999.
Not merely is this the beginning of
the Euro and Gordon Brown’s
selling of British gold reserves, it
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Often, people reject the idea of cycles merely out of ignorance. Everything functions in a
cyclical matter from the movements of the planets, to the workings of the body from the
beat of a heart, a brain wave that produces a thought, to the cycle of life where we are
born, we live, and then we die.
Measuring time intervals is
fundamental. We often look at
even earthquakes and regard them
as cyclical being due or overdue
based upon history.
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was the major high in the London stock market which has yet to be exceeded in real terms
and just recently in nominal terms.
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One would ask just how
definitive is such a point in
time? The actual high in the
FTSE took place on
December 30th intraday.
The target was the week
before
on
Wednesday
December 22nd, 1999. To be
off by less than 7 days is not
bad for a 309.6-year cycle.
Not merely was 1999 the
sale of the British gold
reserves, but it was a game
shifter. This took place
during the rule of Tony
Blair (1997-2007), who was
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elected on May 1st, 1997 (1997.331). If we step back
309.6 years from Tony Blair’s election which ended
conservative rule in Britain which led to the major high
in the FTSE, we come to September 24th, 1687
(1687.731). This just so happens to be the beginning of
the Glorious Revolution.
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Interestingly, we see the same religious turmoil then as
we do today with the Muslims. James II in 1687 issued
the Declaration of Indulgence, also known as the
Declaration for Liberty of Conscience in which he
sought to establish the freedom of religion. James II
moved to end the effect of laws punishing Catholics
and Protestant Dissenters. James II sought to gain
support for the freedom of religion going around
England delivering speeches to support his legal
reforms. In the summer of 1687, he began his speaking tour. On August 24th, 1687, James
II spoke at Chester where he said:
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"suppose... there should be a law made that all
black men should be imprisoned, it would be
unreasonable and we had as little reason to
quarrel with other men for being of different
[religious] opinions as for being of different
complexions."
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It was also at this time when James delivered partial
toleration in Scotland, exercising his dispensing power to
grant relief to Catholics and partial relief to
Presbyterians.
What is monumentally clear remains that the reign of
James II represented the end of religious tolerance. Are
we facing the same cycle of religious unrest? The

Revolution permanently ended any chance of
Catholicism becoming re-established in England. For British Catholics, the Glorious
Revolution was oppressive persecution both socially and politically. Catholics were
outright barred from any the right to even vote no less hold any political office for the next
century. Catholics could not hold any commission in the army, and all future the
monarchs were forbidden to covert to the Catholic faith or to marry a Catholic. This
prohibition remained in full force until the UK's Succession to the Crown Act 2013
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Norman Conquest of England in 1066 is also an
important date in history. The typical political
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removed it in 2015. The Revolution led to passage of the English Bill of Rights 1689, but
this denied equal protection of the laws. When looked at objectively, Tony Blair is really
a book-end at the opposite end of this 309.6-year
cycle. Even the conservatives who have taken
power since Blair, are in support of staying in the
EU and would surrender the pound sterling as
well, exactly opposite of the view pre-Blair.

.1

cycle frequency of political change is 224 years. All governments have either changed or
collapsed entirely after 224 years. That same number applied in a fractal many brings us
to 2029.2 which is 112 * 8.6 years or a half-cycle frequency, totaling 963.2 years.
Therefore, it certainly appears that even if the BREXIT is defeated, the likelihood of the
EU surviving beyond 2029 does not look very good at all.
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If we look at the major core 309.6-year cycle for Britain, this definitively implies that we
are heading into a major political change in 2017. This tends to imply that if the EU and
the British government rig the referendum to deny BREXIT, they should see a shift in
politics that will alter the
expectations. It is certain that
the election of Tony Blair
changed
the
trend
of
conservativism in Britain to
the point that David Cameron
is completely opposite of
Margaret Thatcher. Cameron
has sold out Britain to
Europe, and that is precisely
opposite of everything Britain
stood up for. The beginning of
self-rule in Britain followed
the edict of Honorius (393423 AD) in 410 AD that told
them they were on their own
and not to expect help from
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Rome, which was ultimately sacked by the Visigoths in 410 AD. Using this date, we end
up with a fractal count of 31.415 intervals of 51.6-year business cycles, which brings us to
close to 2031 the global major high on the Economic Confidence Model.
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The peak in the British Empire came in 1914. World War I truly marked the beginning of
the decline and fall of the British Empire. The Napoleonic War cost Britain dearly and led
to the British-American War of 1812 where the British burned down the White House in
Washington, DC. The peak in the British pound against the dollar took place in 1864.
However, that was really caused by the US Civil War as capital fled the USA.
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If we correlate this with the United States, we see that from an economic perspective, the
Panic of 1896 is perhaps best known for the fiery speech of William Jennings Bryan (18601925) who was the Silver Democrat’s Presidential candidate that year. The major thrust
down took place during the Panic of 1893. However, by 1896, the economic conditions
had not improved very much. There was still a
dramatic and acute economic depression in the
United States that was dragging on like a slowdeath. It was the end of the Long Depression that
began back in 1873.
The Silver Democrats had overvalued silver
relative to gold so silver poured into the country
and gold fled. The conspiracy theories of the day
made it impossible for Cleveland to even turn to
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J.P. Morgan being a Wall Street Tycoon leaving him
politically paralyzed. Morgan had been one of the targets
of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act once it was passed. J.P.
Morgan in 1892 arranged for the merger of Edison
General Electric and Thomson-Houston Electric
Company creating General Electric. Morgan’s assistance
in creating big companies made his deeply hated by
many.
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The Rothschilds representative at that time in the USA
was August Belmont, Jr. (1853–1924). Belmont and
Morgan met at the US Treasury office in New York.
Morgan’s correspondence at this time revealed his
contempt for European opinion, his distrust of
politicians and Jewish bankers along with his disdain for unsound finance. In a matter of
weeks, the flight of gold from the USA now threatened national default appeared to be
certain by February. Europeans would not buy debt coming from America. The
confidence in the United States vanished.
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The politicians clearly knew nothing about what they had done by artificially overvaluing
silver at 16:1 relative to gold. The cabinet informed Morgan and Belmont that they now
rejected their proposal for a bond issue to raise gold. They were still refusing to admit that
they had done anything wrong and the country would pay for that. Obviously, the Panic
of 1896 was the cyclical low in the United States and a major high formation in Britain.
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Morgan and Belmont jumped on trains destined for Washington. They were met by
Daniel Lamont, Secretary of War, who informed them that the President decided against
a private syndicate and would not see them. Morgan then said in reply: “I have come
down to see the president, and I am going to stay here until I see him.” (Allen,
Great Pierpont Morgan, p90). The Marxism that dominated the atmosphere prejudiced
the nation as a whole and it was astonishing how it took the courage of JP Morgan to save
the nation that day in the face of obstinate politicians.
Cleveland was holding out in hopes of making a “public bond” issue rather than a private
one. As the politicians delayed, it took a clerk to inform the white House that all that now
remained was $9 million left in gold coin in the government vaults. Morgan told the
politicians that he knew of a $10 million draft that would be presented and by 3 o’clock,
the country would be completely bankrupt. Finally, Cleveland for the first time asked
Morgan, “What suggestions have you to make, Mr. Morgan?” (Satterlee, J.
Pierpont; Morgan, p289); (Chernow, The House of Morgan, p75).
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J.P. Morgan replied to Cleveland that the combination of Morgan and Rothschild firms
in New York and London would now put together 3.5 million ounces of gold with at least
half coming from Europe in return for $65 million worth of gold backed 30 year bonds.
Yet the boldness of the proposal went even further. He guaranteed to rig the gold market
so that at least temporarily, no gold would leave the United States in the foreign exchange
markets.
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The proposal was bold indeed. Nonetheless, Secretary of the Treasury John G. Carlisle
relied on the 1862 statute that had been enacted during the Civil War for Lincoln granting
emergency powers to buy gold during the war. This law, he argued, gave the President
such authority.
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Cleveland had no choice but to now see the light. He still sought to get Congress to enact
a public bond offering to raise Gold. Nevertheless, he knew that if they failed for political
reasons, he had no choice but to turn to JP Morgan. The Congress defeated the bill to
allow the US Treasury to sell long-term bonds to the public clinging to their idea of forcing
the world to comply with their wishes that were merely bribes from the miners.
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Therefore, from the Panic of 1896 when the USA was virtually bankrupt, we find that its
rise to because the financial capital of the world by World War I was astonishing. Within
18 years, the United States had displaced Britain. Within 52 years, we see the first collapse
of the British pound post-war in 1949.
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Two business cycle intervals brings us to 2021. The economic conditions that lie ahead for
Europe and Britain appear to go off the edge beginning in 2021.
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1) Note: Zosimus Historia Nova, BOOK VI, 10
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[10] But Alaric was willing still to abide by his oaths of allegiance to Attalus. When Valens, the master of
the horse, was killed after falling under suspicion of treason, Alaric attacked all the cities of Aemilia that
had refused to accept promptly Attalus’ rule. He brought over with no trouble at all every one of them
except Bononia, which he besieged for several days but could not capture as it held firm. He then
proceeded to the Ligurians and compelled them to recognise Attalus as Emperor. Honorius, however,
wrote letters to the cities in Britain urging them to be on their guard [or: to defend themselves], and he
distributed rewards to the soldiers from moneys supplied him by Heraclianus. Thus he gained complete
relief, having won over the good will of the soldiers on every side.
Zosimus Historia Nova, BOOK VI, 5
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[5] Having accomplished these deeds in Spain, Constans returned to his father Constantinus, bringing
with him Verenianus and Didymus. He had left behind the general Gerontius together with his Gallic
soldiers to guard the road between France and Spain, even though the soldiers in Spain had begged that
this duty be entrusted, according to custom, to them and that the safekeeping of the region not be entrusted
to foreigners. And Verenianus and Didymus, having been conducted before Constantinus were forthwith
killed. Thereupon Constans was again dispatched to Spain, taking with him Justus as general. On this
account Gerontius was incensed and, having won to his side the soldiers in those regions, he raised the
Celtic barbarians in revolt against Constantinus, who could not withstand them because the greater part
of his own soldiery was in Spain. The barbarians above the Rhine, assaulting everything at their pleasure,
reduced both the inhabitants of Britain and some of the Celtic peoples to defecting from Roman rule and
living their own lives disassociated from the Roman law. Accordingly, the Britons took up arms and, with
no consideration of the danger to themselves, freed their own cities from barbarian threat; likewise, all
of Armorica and other Gallic provinces followed the Britons’ lead: they freed themselves, ejected the
Roman magistrates, and set up home rule at their own discretion.
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A Technical Outlook for British Pound Spot
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ur long-term view recognizes that the trend of the British Pound against the dollar
remains in a protracted bear market since the major high of 1864. Ideally, the
next major turning point on our yearly models will be 2018-2019 which happens
to be 18 intervals of 8.6 (2018.8) from the 1864 high. There remains a major risk of the
pound collapsing under 60 cents to the dollar especially if the BREXIT vote fails to secure
British independence. A bearish trend for the pound will be confirmed by an annual
closing beneath 14615 in cash (14520 futures). However, an annual closing below 14050
will signal a very serious sell signal for the pound will warn we may indeed make a new
low under par seen last in 1985.
We must understand that Britain has lost the ability to defend its financial markets by
remaining within the EU. Brussels will be able to outlaw short-selling under the pretense
that they can defend the failed euro by dictatorial means if Britain remains within the EU.
In addition, Brussels just passed its anti-democratic structure that all corporations within
the EU will be subject to regulation to prevent one member from having a lower tax than
others to prevent companies from moving freely within the EU. With the BREXIT vote
defeated, the prospects that lie ahead for London as a financial center will be virtually
extinguished.
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The LIBOR scandal and the attack upon the British system of establishing fixings in the
metals markets, which have existed since the 19th century, has already sparked the rise of
an alternative marketplace in Shanghai where there a group of banks are gathering
together to “fix” the gold price as they did for more than 100 years in London. What used
to be the system of AM and PM fixings has suddenly taken on the mantle of anti-trust
violations in the West securing the path to a rising new financial center of the world being
the up-and-coming market in Shanghai.
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We can see the technical perspective looks rather bleak in the event of an annual closing
below 14050. Resistance will form at the 14300-14600 level overhead. Support will lie at
the 14000 level (cash/futures) before reaching 10520 level of support which was the 1985
low in the cash market (10345 in futures). However, we can see that a break of the 1985
low would signal a very serious potential outcome for the pound. We are looking at the
prospect of a decline down to the 84 cent level against the dollar with the potential of
collapsing all the way down to 54 cents. Keep in mind that this becomes possible under
either the collapse of the EU structure or an outbreak of European war. The EU dictatorial
anti-democratic form of government will lead to a revolt despite the fact the bureaucrats
see this as their divine right to control the economy as did the communist states.
Moreover, a major outbreak of war and civil unrest cannot be ruled out whenever a central
form of government attempts to force its self-interest upon the whole.
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Yearly Analysis
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On the Yearly level of our system model in British Pound Spot, everything is bearish on
the short-term perspective. Our models overall are warning that only an annual closing
way back above 24300 would reverse the long-term bear market. Immediate resistance
stands at 17170, followed by 19600 and 20400. Clearly, it requires an annual closing
above 17170 to relieve the immediate selling pressure. The primary support remains at
the 14600 and 14000 level in the cash market. There is a large gap on the Yearly level of
our model warning that an annual closing beneath 14050 will lead to a decline to retest
the 1985 low in the 10520 area.
YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM

SE

On the Reversal System, we find that the Minor Yearly Bearish Reversals are found at
14600 and 14050, followed by 10500. Our minor Yearly Bullish Reversal stands at 17170
and 20390. Therefore, only a yearly closing below 14600 will signal that a sell-off is likely
to continue from here in the short-term. Nonetheless, only a close below 14050 will
suggest a reversal in long-term trend that should then collapse to retest the 1985 low.
Presently, our Reversal System indicates that the Major Yearly Bullish Reversals are
24300, 24500, 26450, and 28180. Hence, only a yearly closing above 24300 will signal
that the long-term bear market has ended. Our Minor Yearly Bullish Reversals are 17170,
19270, and 19550.
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Major Bullish 24300, 24500, 26450, 28180
Minor Bullish 17170, 19270, 19550, 20390
Minor Bearish 14600
Major Bearish 14050 10500

SE

YEARLY TIMING

On our timing models, the ideal primary target for the next minor turning point on the
yearly level, remains 2017-2018, particularly since we have penetrated the low of 2015
that formed at 1456.60 in British Pound Spot during 2016. If this new target objective is
successful, we then expect to see a reaction in the opposite direction unfold on the next
key cycle target leading into 2019 if no Reversals are elected. Thereafter, a key turning
point appears to be forming 2021 which should develop as the next major target objective.
In the event that the low of 2016 is penetrated on an intraday basis prior to 2018, or the
key Yearly Bearish Reversal at 14050 is elected, then a key turning pointe lies ahead.
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Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in British Pound
Spot will be 2023 and 2028 looking further out in time.

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the years of 2017,
2021 and 2025. Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the years of
2018 and 2023.

YEARLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK
RESISTANCE: 16940 20874
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TABLE #1
Yearly Technical Projections
2016... 5892 10820 14380 15152 16940 19629 20874
2017... 5742 10436 14504 14892 16763 19459 20748
2018... 5593 10053 14628 14632 16586 19290 20621
2019... 5444 9669 14371 14753 16409 19121 20494
2020... 5294 9285 14110 14878 16232 18952 20368
2021... 5145 8901 13850 15002 16054 18783 20242
2022... 4996 8517 13590 15126 15877 18614 20115
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Yearly Turning Points:
(2016), 2017, (2018), 2019, 2021, (2022), 2025, (2026)

SE

Yearly Indicating Ranges
Date Momentum Trend Long-Term
2016 16578-14821 16739-15281 17940-15468
2017 17191-15242 17489-15486 19543-16015
2018 16578-14566 17053-14821 19320-15095

2016 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 16565 14957 15630
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Quarterly Analysis

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM

SE

Presently, our Reversal System indicates that the Major Quarterly Bullish Reversals are
24318 and 25538. Thereupon, only a quarterly closing above 24318 will signal that an
immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter. Our model currently shows that the Minor
Quarterly Bullish Reversals are 15927, 16253, 16305, and 17037 followed by 17895, 17940,
19910, 20035, and 21152. Our model clearly warns that we require a minimum closing
above 16305 to suggest an uptrend might unfold. Obviously, only a quarterly closing
above 15927 will signal that a rally is likely to continue from here in the short-term.
Nonetheless, only a close above 24318 will suggest a reversal in long-term trend.
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Looking at the Reversal System, the Major Quarterly Bearish Reversal resides at 13930,
13960, 13770, 13680, 12210 and 10510. As a result, a quarterly closing below 13930 will
signal that a sell-off is likely to continue from here in the short-term. A closing beneath
13680 would then warn of a drop to the 12210 and electing that reversal implies a drop to
10510. We have a Minor Quarterly Bearish Reversal at 14280 and 14050. Nonetheless, a
Quarterly closing below 14050 will suggest a continuation of the bearish trend is in
motion.

Quarterly Reversals

O

QUARTERLY
COMPUTER RECOMMENDATION

.1

Major Bullish 24318, 25538
Minor Bullish 15927, 16253, 16305, 17037, 17895, 17940, 19910, 20035, 21152
Major Bearish 13930, 13960, 13770, 13680, 12210, 10510
Minor Bearish 14280, 14050
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On the Quarterly level of our model we remain SHORT 3 positions. The last SHORT
position was taken on the close of the 3rd Quarter '2014 at 16210. Our general target
objective would be to COVER between 13836 - 13200. We also see a technical objective
for profit taking at the 13277 level. We would look to add another position by selling a
Quarterly close below 14280. We would look to COVER all outstanding SHORT positions
by buying a Quarterly close above 15926 and simultaneously REVERSING into a LONG
position. From a timing perspective, you may want to consider taking profit if new lows
are established during the 1st Quarter '2017 or 3rd Quarter '2017.
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QUARTERLY TIMING
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According to our timing models, the ideal primary target for the next turning point on the
quarterly level, remains 02/2016 followed by 01/2017 with the key target 02/2017 and
03/2017. Thereafter, we would expect the opposite trend into 02/2018 and then 04/2018.
It certainly appears that the second half of 2017 will be the wild trending period in price.
Our composite projection looks well into the future and see the major turning point
shaping up as 10/2025 quarter.

SE

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the quarters of
03/2016 and 01/2018. We see a Panic Cycle due the last quarter of 2017 with high
volatility.
Quarterly Turning Points:
02/2016, 01/2017, (02/2017), 03/2017, 01/2018, 02/2018, 03/2018, 04/2018
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QUARTERLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK
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TABLE #2
Quarterly Technical Projections
01/2016... 9997 10739 12795 13963 16311 21755
04/2016... 9659 10640 12780 13762 16164 21773
07/2016... 9321 10541 12765 13561 16018 21791
10/2016... 8983 10442 12750 13360 15871 21810
01/2017... 8645 10343 12735 13159 15724 21828
04/2017... 8307 10245 12720 12958 15578 21846
07/2017... 7969 10145 12705 12757 15431 21865
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RESISTANCE: 16311 21755
SUPPORT: 13963 12795
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Quarterly Indicating Ranges
Date Momentum Trend Long-Term
04/2016 15713-14635 15807-14837 16375-15108
07/2016 15509-14566 15746-14727 15926-14798
10/2016 15108-13836 15516-14245 15807-14816

SE

2ND QUARTER '2016 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 15377 14557 14745
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British Pound Monthly Analysis

SE

We should see a trend change come May in British Pound broadly speaking so pay
attention to events ahead hereafter. June can fade the May high intraday, but if you also
close above the May high then we could see a rally into August. Therefore, the May high
must be both exceeded intraday as well as June must close high to create any hope of a
recovering into an August/September high.
MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM
Utilizing the Reversal System, we find that the Major Monthly Bearish Reversals lie at
13835, 13770, 13380, 12565, 11870, 10545, and 10510. Clearly, we fell and held 13835 on
a closing basis yet penetrated it intraday. A closing beneath that level will signal a
resumption of the downtrend. Minor Monthly Bearish Reversal resides at 13660. While
this is below the first Major at 13835, it is merely adding another support level to watch.
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The Reversal System immediately displays Major Monthly Bullish Reversal is standing at
21431 followed by 22810, 23290, 23965, and 24270. Hence, only a monthly closing above
21431 will signal that a shift in long-term trend is possible.
Monthly Reversals
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Major Bullish 21431, 22810, 23290, 23965, 24270
Minor Bullish 15498 15590 15660 15785 16253 16375 16578 16822
Major Bearish 13835, 13770, 13380, 12565, 11870, 10545, 10510
Minor Bearish 13660

MONTHLY
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COMPUTER RECOMMENDATION
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On the Monthly level of our model we remain SHORT 6 positions. The last SHORT
position was taken on the close of 12/2015 at 14743. We would look to add another
position by selling a Monthly close below 13835. We would look to COVER all outstanding
SHORT positions by buying a Monthly close above 15659 and simultaneously
REVERSING into a LONG position. From a timing perspective, you may want to consider
taking profit if new lows are established during 06/2016, 08-09/2016, 11/2016, 03/2017
or 05/2017.
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MONTHLY TIMING
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Looking at our empirical models, the ideal primary target for the next turning point on
the monthly level, remains 06/2016, which is also a Directional Change. Thereafter, we
then expect to see a reaction in the opposite direction unfold on the next key cycle target
leading into 08/2016. Another change in trend appears likely moving into 10/2016 then
reversing perhaps into 12/2016 followed by 02/2017.

SE

Our Directional Change models indicate that a turning point is due the month of 06/2016.
Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month of 07/2016. So
expect some interesting price movement in early summer.

Monthly Turning Points:
(06/2016), 08/2016, (09/2016), 10/2016, 12/2016, (01/2017), 02/2017

MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK
RESISTANCE: 15121 15672 15818 15893
SUPPORT: 13628 13628
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Monthly Indicating Ranges
Date Momentum Trend Long-Term
06/2016 15089-13905 15815-14080 16556-14514
07/2016 15171-13836 15926-14006 16694-14668
08/2016 15334-13905 15714-14333 16700-14514
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TABLE #3
Monthly Technical Projections
06/01... 9992 10796 13545 13628 14546 15672 15818
07/01... 9679 10681 13473 13561 14431 15696 15803
08/01... 9366 13400 10566 13494 14316 15721 15789
09/01... 9053 10451 13328 13427 14201 15745 15774
10/01... 8740 10336 13255 13360 14096 15769 15759
11/01... 8427 10221 13182 13293 13971 15794 15744
12/01... 8114 10106 13110 13226 13856 15818 15729
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JUNE MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 14651 14081 14485
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A Technical Outlook for Euro/Pound Cross Rate
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The Euro rallied against the pound making an important reactionary high in January
2008. That the was high for the Euro against the dollar, but with respect to the pound
sterling, the major high actually took place also back in 1985 when the pound bottomed
against the dollar at near par. This year 2016 into 2017, happens to be 31 years from that
major even in 1985. A yearly closing back below .72284 will warn the euro will decline
against the pound sterling significantly to retest the 1992 low. The Yearly Bullish
Reversal stands at .95978. An annual closing above this level will signal that the euro
will rise against the pound.

SE

Nonetheless, the euro has rallied against the pound sterling exceeding the 2015 high of
.78750. The market is indicating that the prospects of a BREXIT are greater than the
government portrays. If 2016 closes above .7875, then it remains possible that the euro
will rise against the pound moving into 2018 completing a 3 year reaction. Then we have
Direction Changes in 2019 and 2020 and a major target in 2020. Therefore, a rally for
the euro beyond 2016 would produce a 2018 high followed by a collapse. A 2016 closing
below .73450, suggests the euro will collapse against the pound moving into 2018, then
recover somewhat into 2020.
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YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM
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At this time, the Major Yearly Bearish Reversal is .45378. Thereupon, only a yearly
closing below 45378 will signal that a long-term downtrend would result. The Minor
Yearly Bearish Reversals are found at 73460, 72284, 66070, 64690, 60078, 56800,
52626, and 50953 with additional reversal at 45360.

.1

Looking at our Reversal System, we show that the Major Yearly Bullish Reversals stand
at 100755 and 170224 followed by 207215. Consequently, only a yearly closing above
100755 will signal that breakout should unfold thereafter.

Yearly Reversals

YEARLY
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Major Bullish 100755, 170224, 207215
Minor Bullish 84650, 85040, 91482
Major Bearish 45378
Minor Bearish 73450, 72284, 66070, 64690, 60078, 56800, 52626, 50953, 45360

R
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COMPUTER RECOMMENDATION

SE

On the Yearly level of our model we remain SHORT 1 position. The last SHORT position
was taken on the close of 2008 at 95560. We would look to COVER all positions using an
MIT just above the 64700 price level. We would reenter a short position by selling a Yearly
close below 64690. We would use a PBXCO at 78752 on a Yearly closing basis OCO with
an IDPSX at 88122. Reversing into a long position should be considered if 78752 is
exceeded on an annual closing basis. From a timing perspective, you may want to consider
taking profit if new lows are established during 2018 or 2020.
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YEARLY TIMING
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On our empirical models, the ideal primary target for the next key turning point on the
yearly level, remains 2016 followed by 2018 and then 2020-2021. Since our last target
objective of 2015 produced a low at 69370.00 in EUR/GBP Cross Rate, a reaction to the
upside is likely. A closing above .78750 for year-end 2016 will open the door to moving
higher into 2018 assuming 2017 exceeds the 2016 high. Looking beyond 2020, we see
turning points in 2023 and 2025 as the main targets long-term.

SE

Using a composite of a variety of timing intervals, the key years for a turning point in
EUR/GBP Cross Rate will be 2029 and 2031.
Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the years of 2019
and 2020. Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the year of 2021.
Yearly Turning Points:
(2016), 2018, 2020-2021, 2022, 2025, 2027
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YEARLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK
RESISTANCE: 16940 20874

.1

Yearly Indicating Ranges
Date Momentum Trend Long-Term
2016 80880-46734 82880-64690 88120-67562
2017 77420-45363 77530-65430 84000-71050
2018 70770-43463 78750-66070 80880-67462
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TABLE #1
Yearly Technical Projections
2016... 484405 60043 78820 83474 102076 10547 170538
2017... 47063 55295 76420 85141 102175 106155 174617
2018... 45721 50548 74020 86808 98893 110234 178696
2019... 44378 45801 71620 88475 95611 114314 182776
2020... 41054 43036 69220 90142 92328 118394 186856
2021... 36307 41694 66820 89046 91810 122473 190935
2022... 31560 40352 64420 85764 93477 126662 195014
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2016 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 83623 75890 78153
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QUARTERLY LEVEL

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM

SE

At this time, the Major Quarterly Bearish Reversals, we did elect 73450 from the 2008
high suggesting that while the euro will rally on false pretenses of BREXIT being bearish
for the pound sterling, in reality the euro is in danger of a major collapse. The important
Major Quarterly Bearish Reversals are 46659, 46611, and 45363. Accordingly, only a
quarterly closing below 46659 will signal that the euro may become extinct. On the
near-term level of our Reversal System, the Minor Quarterly Bearish Reversals are
found at 67130, 66800 and 61000, with additional reversals at 62430, 60730, 59270,
57127 and 55900.

129

Looking at our Reversal System, we show that the Major Quarterly Bullish Reversal is
standing at 103367 and 159189. Hence, only a quarterly closing above 103367 will signal
that the euro would rally against the pound long-term. Otherwise, the Minor Quarter
Bullish Reversals stand at 80650, 84000, 85050 and 98020. Clearly, June must close
above at least 80650 to suggest that the euro can press high this summer. Only a
quarterly closing above 85050 would signal a breakout.
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Quarterly Reversals
Major Bullish 103367, 159189
Minor Bullish 80650, 84000, 85050, 98020
Major Bearish 46659, 46611, 45363
Minor Bearish 67130 66800 62430 61000 60730 59270 57127 55900
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QUARTERLY
COMPUTER RECOMMENDATION
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On the Quarterly level of our model we remain SHORT 4 positions. The last SHORT
position was taken on the close of the 4th Quarter '2014 at 77680. We would look to add
another position by selling a Quarterly close below 67130. We would look to COVER all
outstanding SHORT positions by buying a Quarterly close above 85050 and
simultaneously REVERSING into a LONG position. From a timing perspective, you may
want to consider taking profit if new lows are established during the 3rd Quarter '2017
or 3rd Quarter '2018.
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QUARTERLY TIMING
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According to our timing models, the ideal primary target for the next turning point on
the quarterly level, remains 02/2016. There appears to also be a Direction Change at
this time. It appears rather choppy thereafter for the balance of the year with the last
quarter 2016 and the first 2017 providing turning points. We then see the next turning
point shaping up as 03/2017 followed by 01/2018 with the strongest target coming
04/2018. A high during the second quarter 2016 for the euro may be suggesting
BREXIT is achieved. While the initial nonsense will be to sell the pound against the
euro, this will only benefit the British economy.
The key long-term target is the turning point will be 04/2023 during the next business
cycle.
Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the quarters of
04/2016, 10/2016 and 01/2017.
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QUARTERLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK
TABLE #2
Quarterly Technical Projections
04/2016... 61279 76420 79557 84334 91529
07/2016... 61063 75700 79692 84765 91313
10/2016... 60847 74980 79827 85195 91097
01/2017... 60630 74260 79962 85625 90880
04/2017... 60414 73540 80098 86055 90664
07/2017... 60198 72820 80233 86486 90447
10/2017... 59981 72100 80368 86916 90231
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Quarterly Turning Points:
(10/2016), (01/2017), (07/2017), (10/2017), (04/2018), (07/2018)
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Quarterly Indicating Ranges
Date Momentum Trend Long-Term
04/2016 80880-69370 88120-70140 88360-74370
07/2016 84010-69830 86040-69900 86360-74830
10/2016 80710-69370 83330-73130 87710-74370

SE

2ND QUARTER '2016 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 76500 70776 75930
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MONTHLY LEVEL

R
IA

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM

SE

Our Minor Monthly Bullish Reversals stand at 80460, 81490, 83490, 84000, and
85960 followed by 87800, 87920 and 90820. A monthly closing above 80460 will signal
that this market should continue to advance to new recent highs. However, as long as
this market remains below 84000 on a monthly closing basis, then the immediate trend
must be considered as a reaction and any close beneath a Bearish Reversal would imply
that at least a temporary high is in place for now and that a retest of key support is likely
to develop. Meanwhile, the Major Monthly Bullish Reversals stand at 103367 and
207210.
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On the Reversal System, we find that the Minor Monthly Bearish Reversals are found at
70300, 70140 and 69830. Our Major Monthly Bearish Reversals lie at 69330, 67280,
and 65750 followed by 65510, 63410, 61300 and 61000. Thus, only a monthly closing
below 70300 will signal that a downtrend is likely to resume from here.
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Monthly Reversals
Major Bullish 103367, 207210
Minor Bullish 80460, 81490, 83490, 84000, 85960, 87800, 87920, 90820
Major Bearish 69330, 67280, 65750, 65510, 63410, 61300, 61000
Minor Bearish 70300 70140 69830
MONTHLY
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COMPUTER RECOMMENDATION
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On the Monthly level of our model we remain SHORT 4 positions. The last SHORT
position was taken on the close of 01/2014 at 8201. We would look to add another
position by selling a Monthly close below 70300. We would look to COVER all
outstanding SHORT positions by buying a Monthly close above 84000 and
simultaneously REVERSING into a LONG position. From a timing perspective, you may
want to consider taking profit if new lows are established during 11/2016 or 01/2018.
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MONTHLY TIMING
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Looking at our timing models, the ideal primary target for the next key turning point on
the monthly level, remains 07/2016, which we also have a Directional Change. If this
new target objective is successful, we then expect to see a reaction in the opposite
direction unfold on the next minor cycle target leading into 11/2016. Thereafter, a retest in the opposite direction should follow moving into 02-03/2017.

SE

The key month for a turning point will be 07/2017. We should begin to see a shift in
trend at that point in time. Therefore, the first knee-jerk reaction may be to sell the
pound against the euro, but that should fade soon and flip perhaps after July. The
November target also appears important and that may be influence by the US
Presidential elections.
Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the months of
08/2016 and 03/2017. Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the
month of 11/2016.
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Monthly Turning Points:
06-07/2016, (08/2016), 11/2016, (01/2017), (02/2017), 03/2017, 05/2017
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RESISTANCE: 80200 80404 81546
SUPPORT: 64555
TABLE #3
Monthly Technical Projections
06/01... 68224 70635 80200 80404 81546
07/01... 68026 70750 80002 81089 81734
08/01... 67828 70865 79804 81773 81922
09/01... 67630 70980 79606 82457 82109
10/01... 67432 71095 79408 83141 82297
11/01... 67234 71210 79210 83826 82485
12/01... 67036 71325 79012 84510 82673
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MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK
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Monthly Indicating Ranges
Date Momentum Trend Long-Term
06/2016 77560-70560 80200-73130 81960-74830
07/2016 79290-69900 80760-73880 81170-75260
08/2016 79471-69370 79600-72220 80200-75651

SE

JUNE MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 80280 76507 78527
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CONCLUSION
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Our models indicate that the BREXIT should win and the British will vote for
independence. However, we must respect that such a vote will torpedo Brussels as many
more member states push for referendums. Nonetheless, because of these factors, the
prospect of a fair election regarding the BREXIT vote on June 23rd remains very low. The
“establishment” will rig everything they can if not outright count the vote to their favor
exactly as Joseph Stalin said – the people who count the votes decide election.
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The real question is rather simple is not migrants and everything else, it is simple do the
British people want to maintain their independence? If not, then a vote for the EU should
also be the end of the pound and join the euro as well. This is not a swimming pool where
you just put in one toe. You cannot keep the pound yet be in the EU. This is not about
racism. The official propaganda is also total lies that this is about trade for British annual
growth has done nothing but decline ever since it has joined the EU and that is the
government’s own data. Britain will do far better outside the EU as it did before 1973, and
Obama is gone so do not listen to his arrogant comments of getting at the end of queue.
All the jobs in Brussels depends on defeating the BREXIT vote. Every election in Europe
has been rigged since the formation of the EU moving toward creating the federalization
of Europe post-1998. When Papandreou wanted to put the Greek bailout to a referendum,
Brussels said there would be no bailout if he allowed the people to vote. When Bersculoni
wanted to move to take Italy out of the EU, they rigged the Italian elections and
orchestrated to bring criminal charges against him to block him from ever holding public
office. When Catalonia wanted to vote to separate from Spain, they rigged the courts to
rule that they had not legal right to separate. When an anti-EU shift took place in Portugal,
the refused to allow them to take office. When Scotland held a vote to separate from the
137
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UK, they sent in people from the EU to count the votes and widespread fraud was
documented but the votes was rigged. In the recent Austrian election, they claimed the
vote was tied and then the mail-in ballots suddenly gave the EU 31,000 votes to shutdown the anti-EU vote. The BREXIT vote will most likely reject saving Britain and will
surrender all independence to Brussels. There is not much hope for Britain for even if the
people vote to exit despite the rigged polls and countless endorsements of newspapers,
banks, and politicians, the prospect of actually leaving the EU may not be allowed to take
place.
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That all aside, the UK Treasury created a five phase economic test in October 1997 to
determine if the UK could surrender the pound sterling and adopt the euro. Another
assessment was carried out on June 9th, 2003 by Gordon Brown when he was Chancellor
or the Exchequer. It was determined at that point in time that the UK was not ready for
the euro. Much of the problem would be surrendering the sovereignty over establishing
its own interest rates. Many continental European governments have large unfunded
pension liabilities, which would merely transfer those liabilities to Britain. Additionally,
there is a major structural difference between the UK housing market and those of many
continental European countries. Home ownership in Britain is predominantly conducted
with variable rate mortgages. Surrendering interest rate policy to the European Central
Bank would devastate the housing market in Britain imposing a much more direct
influence imposed from Brussels. Moreover, the same fault that caused the demise of the
Latin Monetary Union where members were not controlled to prevent the issue of paper
money backed by precious metal exits today. There may be an agreement to keep debt
within a given percentage of GDP, but there is no way to enforce that definitively.
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Assuming the truth prevails, BREXIT should succeed and the first knee-jerk reaction may
be the rise in the euro against the pound sterling moving into July. The same nonsense
prevailed when the press touted that the pound would collapse because it was not joining
the euro. We were called into an urgent meeting at Mercedes because they read the
headlines and sold the pound short for a year based upon their sales as a hedge. The pound
rallied instead and we had to help them get out of the positions. So there will be selling of
the pound because some people just read the headlines.
Our models are warning that the danger lies in the inherent weak design structure of the
euro, which will eventually become extinct for the Byzantine structure of over-regulation
pouring out of Brussels with no possible way to allow for any democratic change, means
the EU separatist movements appearing everywhere will gain momentum.
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Two-thirds of the German people have had enough of Merkel. In France, Hollande has
fallen to just an 11% approval rating. We are looking at the collapse of the entire structure
of Brussels for this has been a very arrogant attempt to kill any democratic process within
Europe because the “establishment” elite know better, yet are never capable of admitting
any error.
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The BBC reported the rise in nationalism throughout Europe. This is in part the reason
why we even have a BREXIT referendum. Likewise, separatist movement are appearing
throughout Europe. The pretend refuge crisis, which is really an economic migration
crisis, has only fueled the resentment and
furthered this agenda. Brussels is losing
ground and the fate of Europe appears to be
on the verge of a rise in civil unrest on a
grand scale. Our models do not show how
the EU will still exist for the politicians are
not listening, nor do they even understand
that the way government have been
operated is coming to an end. The EU is
anti-democratic, and in this respect, we
have a possibility of moving into a new age
of democracy rather than a republic.
Unfortunately, the failure of this Republican
form of government has led people to falsely
believe it is capitalism at fault, which is
freedom compared to communism. This
presents a danger with the younger
generation expecting everything for free and
in doing so, may actually sow the seeds of their own slavery.
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